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Amin Moves Meeting
„To...Entebbe Wednesday...
NAIROBI, Kenya (AP) — President Amin said no Americans, would ,4smust be talwi seriously:"
Idi Amin has Moved his meeting with allowed to leave the country and or-fl Quoting -.9uoti i ',iiiihtary spokesman,"
Americans in Uganda to Entebbe dered the meeting Friday, two days believed lb be Amin himself, the
Airport, delayed it until Wednesday and after he claimed the United States, -
warned the United States not to Britain and Israel were involved in a
emulate • its Israeli allies with an at- plot to overthrow him.
tempted commando rescue. . Sunday's broadcast said the location
ln.Washington, President Carter said nf the-meeting had been changed from
the U.S. government was watching the  the International  Conference Center in
Si ua ion 'Closely, tryinenot to upset Kampala, the capital, because the rain
President Amin, and trying to take lounge at Entebbe was the only facility ,
advantage of his good wishes that -he in the country large enough to, at-
. has expressed." - comodate the 3,000 persons who were to
Radio Uganda reported on Sunday attend. However, there ,was no irk meeting-Wednesday would discuss with
;that Amin ribstpolned the Meetfig from dicatinn'WhO "Would be Ilrecseht beSide - the AfriericbilS a memorinduin being"
...:,11 a.m. Monday, until 8 a.m. Wednesday the Americans and Amin. prepared on their activities since the
. • the equest of the Americans in his, The  Official radio also warned ' U.S. Embassy in Kampala was Closed
Eas -1African country, who are Ugandans. to be alert for signs nf an in 1973. The broadcast said Amin
estiMat - , by the State Department to , invasion. It said after the Israeli raid on wanted to thank them for their work
number a • , t 240. • Most of them are Entebbe last July, the presence of U.S. and planned to award medals to a few
missionaries. , naval vessels off the Kenyan coast _ of them.
broadcast Said: "In the event of an
invasion, the, invading force will be
disintegrated by the Ugandan armed
forces."
The United States said the nuclear-
powered aircraft  carries  Enterprise 
and its escorts were cruising in the
Indian Ocean off East Africa following
a good-will visit to Kenya last week.
Radio Uganda said Amin at the.
Watch Program For Aurora To
Be Planned At Meeting Tonight
Representatives of the Kentucky
State Police and local citizens will meet
in Aurorad 'might to formulajepfans for
a neighborhood watch program to
combat crime in that conununity.
The idea for the watch_program is an
- outgrowth of a meeting of Aurora
residents and two state troopers
recently, which was attended by more
than 120 persons.
Many of those attending the meeting
inside today
signed smediately as volunteers in
the Watch pigram which is viewed as a
significant. step. combat a growing
number of burglan and thefts in the
;yea along Kentucky La
. V4-non Lile, president the local
Kiwanis Club which organized the
meeting, said the neighborhood
program r'ii the best deterrent agains
crime we can have."
"There is no way to stop crime," he
Anyone who has ever been denied a mortgage loan
from the city dweller to the farmer — has a powerful new
way to check whether the bank turned_the loan down fairly
 See the story on Page Five, Column One.
Murray State University drops its final game of the
season to OVC Champs Austin Peay Saturday night at the
MSU Fieldhouse. Sports Editor Mike Brandon has the
story and pictures on Page Six in the Sports Section.
In a Letter to the Editor, Murray City Councilman
Melvin Henley offers his views on the proposed Glendale
Road Project. Find out on Page Four, the Opinion Page.
mostly sunny
Mostly sunny today with high in
the upper 40s. Increasing
cloudiness tonight with slight
chance of snow showers, lower in
the upper 20s. Mostly cloudy
Tuesday with slight chance of
snow showers becoming. partly
















noted. "Someday someone will figure
out a way to get into Fort Knox."
Lile said that "now we will have
everyone on the alert. Everyone will be
watching for each other and everyone
will be watching a particular area."
Both Lile and law enforcement of-
ficers were pleased with the turnout at
the meet*.
"There is just a terrific amount of
rest in it," Lite said.
Tr r Richard Wright, nubile in-
formatidn fficer, and Sam Renfrew, a
„ state police etective, explained to
nisidents how make their homes
sifer. Their instrualop,inctuded-.
— Types of kicks to Asy and war-
nings about types which don't operate
correctly; -
— How to securebasement4brsind
windows;
— How to report a break-in and what
to do. Officers told the victim to call the
police and then leave everything alone
until the police arrive.
State police officers are offering an
, inspection tour of local businesses and
homes to help owners protect against
burglars. The officers also urged
citizens to mark their valuables with an
identification number and told them
where marking equipment as
available.
Lile said concern arose over a
number of break-ins which have oc-
curred in the ,area. He said the local
Kiwanis Club took up the project after
the national organization started
sponsoring similar drives across the
nation. "The local club picked up the
theme -and, started rolling with it," he
added. See WATCH
Page 12, Column 5
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FIRST PLACE--The Calloway County High School Speech Team took first place Saturday in the Ballard Memorial Speech
Tournament Front row, left to right, John Brinkley, Dale Finnev, Terri Erwin, Tammy Feltner, Dawn Sledd, Ricky Cun-
ningham, Jackie Parker, Johnna Brandon, Renee Tobev, Debbie Thompson, Ginger Mitchell, Lesa Hoke and James Bibb.
-Second-row, Kim Kemp, luana Colson, Jim Hudspeth, iobeth Norwood, Wanda Watkins, Karen Edwards, Rhonda Darnell,
Sheila Darnell, Chuck Williams Terry Sledd, Patty Robinson, Tammy Lax and Chandra Watkins. Third row, Tim Feltner
Kathy Lovett, Craig Redden, and Randy Hutchens.
Staff Photo bv David Hill
SECOND PLACE—The Murray High School Speech Team took second place Saturday at the Ballard Memorial Speech
Tournament. Front, left to right, Ann Tutt, Catina Beasley, Robyn Burke, Kimberly Owens, Daniel Clayton, Laura Shinners
and Karen Bailey. Back row, Coach Mark Etherlon, Terry Smith,' Debbie Geurin, Jenny Francis, Delaine Honchul, Janet
Smith, Delores Honchul, Johnny Carruthers, Stephen Sears, and Mike Pitts. Staft Ph0oto by Mood Hon.
.,'
A SUBMARINE GOING ON DISPLAY? — Nit, this is not a photo of a sub-
marine or a blimp. It's the 23-ton propane gas tank that Tappan is installing 'at
the local manufacturing \plant. This tank, one of two planned bar future use,
was swung into position by a crane Friday afternoon. Tappan officials said that
the propane conversion system, which is (wiling the plant approximately
S80,000, will enable the local plant to completely eliminate the use' of
natural gas during gas shortages, Each of 'the- two tanks will hold 30;000
gallons of propane. Staff Photo bv Gene McCutcheon
Local Students Win At
Ballard Speech Tourney
Local students from Calloway County
High School and Murray High School
took home honors from the' Ballard
County • Speech Tournament held
Saturday.
The Laker Speech Team took first
place with 369 points, and the Tiger
Speech Team placed seconti.with 172
points.
- individual honors won by the
-Calloway team included: Renee Tobey,
John Brinkley, and Chuck Williams,
• First, second and third places respec-
tively in. oratory; • KinitiCemp, first in
prose; Debbie Thompson, Jackie
Parker and Dawn 'Medd, first through
third in poetry; Rick Cunningham and
Johnna Brandon, first and third. in
storytelling; Terri Erwin and Lesa
Hoke, first and second in dramatics:
Debbie Turner and James Bibb,. first
and second ttitiumorottS' inlerp : Ltiana
Colson and Tammy Feltner were first
in duet acting,: and Jobeth Norwood and
Jim' Hudspeth were third: Ginger
Mitchell, first in solo acting
Chris Taylor and Dale' Finney took
the Junior Varsity debate competition
by defeating Murray :High in the finals.
Chandra Watkins and Craig Redden
placed third. Varsity debaters Randy
Hutchens and Kevin Bowen. and Karen
Edwards and Gail Tucker took second
and third places respectively.
Receiving • to honors for Murray.
'High were: R yn Burke, second in
solo acting; La ra Shinners. third in
interpretation of 'prose: Catina
'Beasley,. third'. in dramatic in-
terpretation; Ann Tutt, fourth in in-
terpretation of poetry; Delores HOn-
chul, third place in htOorens interp. ;
Jerry Francis and Oebbie Guerin.
• fourth in duet acting;. Mike Pitts and
Steve Sears, second place in novice
debate; and Terry Smith and Dan
Clayton, superior ratings. -,
' The Calloway team received a spirit
trophy tor beurg selected the school
with the besrcompetitive attitude and
the most enthusiasm,
The Lakers will defend their regional
title as competition starts Saturday at
Murray State University. The CC1LS
team has won the -re,-trrnal chant-
Kinship for the past three years
The Murray High team is coached by
Mark Etberton and the Calloway team
by Larry England,. •
Band Members
Rated Superior
Several students in the ,Murray High
SchoOl Rand received superior ratings
at the KMEA Solo and Fn_semble. •
Festival held at Murray j -
University Saturday. .
-.Those receiving superior- ratings
were: Jaina Washer ;aid Kathy
McHugh, flute-clarin..t ‘laet. Sally
irasty. Mag Alums •and Lisa J,Jm.son,
flute trio: Frialy :1 ,1 Kathy
McHugh, flute (fuel, C.1- asly.1
Mary Morris, 1 .1.1<a ohri“a, and Emily
Byrn. . flute. _quartet. In Noffsinger.
James Morris awl Mi,.hele Kelly,
saxaphone trio, , Jerry Jones. David
Jones; Andy Wilson. Kevin Allbritten,
auk' James Miirrison,- pehrussron en-
semble.
• Students superior ratings
for solos 'minded.. 'Ferri McConnell.
trumpet: Alarilyri,, lloW;-1..'rd,' trumpet.
I $i)uti, II•aften. ;trombone; 1)waine
Hampton. tuba: Abby. COIrlar,
saxophone: Kent Eversneyer, French
horn . . .
Students receiving excellent rat:n.0 .
•included: Mary' Ann Roberts, Jaina '-
Washer, and Atny Noffsinger, clarinet.
trio; Ann Gregory, Jaina Washer, Lisa
Wallin, Tressa Brewer, clarinet
quartet; and James Harrison, snare
drum solo
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• Monday, February 28
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p. in. at the First
Presbyterian Church, Main
and Mb-Streets.
- Adult • Great Books
Discussion Group will not
meet at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Mission study with the Rev.
Paul Dailey, Sr., as teacher
%%ill be at the First Baptist
(larch Fellowship Hall at
seven p. m.
Tuesday. March 1
Bridge and Canasta party
..id luncheon will be served at
12 311 p.m. at the, Murray
Woman's Club as slionsored
by the Garden Department.
Tickets may be purchased
from members or at the door.
- .
Group II of the First
Christian Church CWF will
:fleet at the home of Mrs.
Guthrie Churchill, 411 North
Seventh Stree*, at two p.m.
with Mrs. Jean Bordeaux and
Mrs. P. A. Hart as cohostesses
and Mrs. 1-Jarlan Hodges to
give the program.
Bible Study Group will meet
in the home*of Mrs. Golon
}lays_ 1300 Poplar Street,
Murray, from 7:45 to 9:30 p.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet at
ten a.m. as follows: Annie
Armstrong with Mrs. Karl
flussung and Dorothy with
Mrs. Durwood Beatty. •
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p.m.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house




Homemakers Club will meet
with Karen Holisden at One
p.m.
,Jessie Ludwick Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet with Mrs. Leroy
Cunningham at 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday? March 1
KSA-LPN District 17 Unit 1
will meet at seven p.m. at
DeVanti's Restaurant,
Murray.
Ellis Center will Ix open
from ten a. m. to thrt-e p. m.
for senior citizenswith work
on costumes for the children's
theatre,,quilting, or bring own
hand Work at 10:30 a. m., sack
lunch at noon, and band
practice at one p. m.
Twin Lakes Chapter of the
National Executive
Housekeepers will meet at
Kenlake State Park.
Delia Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with Harry McGurk as
speaker on "Think Metric."
Wednesday, March 2
Meals program will be at
North Second Center and call
753-8938 for reservations. Arts
and crafts or other acji*ities
will be at one p. m.
Bowling for senior citizens
will be at 1:30 p. m. at Cor-
•vette Lanes.
Nature's Palette Garden Club
will meet at 1;30 p. m. at the
Ellis Community Center.
Flint Baptist Church
Mission Groups will meet at
seven p. m. at the church.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women, and Acteens
will meet at Cherry Corner
Baptist Church at seven p. m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at the
Gleason Hall at. seven p. rn.
The subject, "How Can I
Handle Intimate Relation-
ships" will be discussed at
Hart Hall,. Murray State
University, at seven p. m.
CLOTHES ARE
IMPORTANT TO KIDS
STILLWATER, Okla. AP) —
A child's preferences are im-
portant to' consider when par-
ents shop for children's cloth-
ing, says Mary Lou Sadler, Ex-
tension clothing specialist at
Oklahoma State University.
Clothing helps the child get
the attention and approval that
he needs from his friends and
enhances a sense of ownership,
she explains. Youngsters can
also learn .bor....to_dress them,
selves and become more inde-
pendent by exercising choices
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Mrs. Joyce Mayer, standing from Evelyn's Beauty Salon, trims Steve Wiler's hair in the
afternoon Adult Living Class at Murray High School, taught by Lucy Lilly. This was
during a grooming unit.. She also styled Bill McHugh's hair as pictured second left in the
morning class. On the left is another student, Randy May.
"Look Of Spring 1977" Is
Previewed By Mrs. Cloar





The Look Of Spring 1977
THE LOOK: The silhouette
for spring is soft and feminine
showing up loose or softly
drawn into the waist. You will
find dirndl and qiered skirts,
scoop-necked houses with full
sleeves in provincial prints
and puffed 'sleeves on shirt-





shoulder looks for both day
and evening. The big, loose
shapes are not bulky, but have
a slouchy attitude - smock
jackets, middy tops,
straighter versions of the
blazer and shirts with big
squared-off sleeves.
-• An important detail to look
for is contrast piping! Pleats
will also be.a big feature. Sexy
strapless has gone sweet for
spring in delicate eyelets,
floral appliques and pale
ribbons. Embroidery, hand or




fashions as results of the
recent election of a Southern
president and the revival of
the movie "Gone With The
Wind." -Corselets and lace-
trimmed camisoles are big
fashion news.
The wrap and tie look
centinues as ,aistrong look for
spring. _
FOCUS ON THE LEG:
Designers have focused in on
the legs this season and have
come up with many ways to
reveal them. There are shorts
of every length for day and-or
evening. Check . out the full
pleated shorts, short, cuffed
shorts, pleated bermudas,
gauchos, etc. Fore casual city
s_uit, wear _cropped walking
shorts with blazers, cardigan
jackets or windbreakers.
The French Designers have
brought the mini back into
focus. The first few appeared
as beach coverups. Kenzo
continues to do his Mini Sacks
- the shapes are big and easy,
hips are always marked with
low slung belts and sashes and
some necks feature huge silk
flower leis.
The American designers
still opt for the hemline
covering the knee. Some do
favor the ankle-length
bypassing the floor-length.
The asymmetrical and han-
dkerchief hemlines are very
popular.
For more leg watching,
there are dresses, tunics, and
skirts with lots of slits - front,
sides and back to show the leg
when the wearer walks,
PANT SELECTION: Take
your pick from skinny or big,
blousey and loose pants. You
will see pants skinny -enough
to bring the old toreador pants
image into view.
Pants will blouse out and
gather in at the ankle and are
called harem pants. Others
will have a drawstring at the
waist appearing in softer
fabrics so they are not bulky.
• "et Your Individual  
Horoscope
Frances Drake 114‹ • 
FOILTUESDAY, MARCH 1, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES erk4Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Avoid action which could tip
scales the wrong way. You have
instinct and intuition that will
help you. Concentrate on worth-
while endeavors only.
TAURUS
(-Apr. 21 to May 21)
4 gcod period in which to
enrich personal relationships,
gain support for sound causes.
Especially favored: romance,
creative and cultural pursuits.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21)
Some caution needed.
Determine a suitable program
and plan which phase to develop
first. Counteract possible op-
positioQ with novel moves.
CANCER
(June 22 to 'July '23) 00
Review your,spending in
relation to income. Make
necessary adjustments NOW.
Certain influences adverse to
finances.
LEO
July 24 to Aug. 231 4/2
Pep up the ••difficult" areas;
aim for surer efficiency; study
others' methods to note where
they could apply to your
situation.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Look over all situations
penetratingly. Then, coupling
your intelligence and judgment,
ACT -- when the time is right.
LIBRA 
.11.r1iSept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Put everything in proper are philosophical, have a great
order, lest the day becomes love of knowledge and are
chaotic • There are many ad- usually accurate in your ap-
vantages for the seeking. praisal of others. .You make
Science and reSearch especially excellent entertainers, artists,
slated for advancement. - educators and writers. Birth-
SCORPIO rn .,1fr_ %date of: Augustus Saint-
(Oct, 24 to Nov. 22) ''veitr Gaudens, Irish-Amer. aculptor:You well need a good sense of Harry Belafente and Dinah
perspective to cope with all this Shore, singers,
day's intricacies and com-
plexities. Your innate ingenuity
should help, however.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )(kV
Vigor must be accompanied
by certainty; enthusiasm by
ability and know-how. Don't
attempt any undertaking.
without sufficient knowledge of
all factors involved.
CAPRICORN
)Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Via
This could be an extremely
telling day in your life. You





(Jan. 21 to -Feb. 191
Dop't crowd yourself during
the early hours so that you
become overly fatigued. Some
interesting situations after noon
will demand your complete
alertness. good judgment.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(
A new surge of vitakty should
mark' this day, and your
cooperation with stellar forces
can net considerable reward.
Don't overpress; just be on time
— and with . the right im-
plements.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
highly talented individual; are
gregarious by nature and are
endowed with extraordinary
intuition and a remarkable
memory. If you can overcome
random doubts about your
abilities, you are always ready
for life's challenges and have
the capacity tor attain the lofty
goals you set for yourself. You
SPRING LAYERING; The
layered look continues with
soft tunics over skirts,
dresses, or pants. - Layering
will also be done in bright
colors for the more daring!
The fabrics here again will be




look or fantasy look continues
for spring - ruffles and
flounces, fringed stoles, lace-
up bodices or waistbelts,
ribbons, aprons on one .or
more skirts and bright colors
and prints.
HOSPITAL PATIE
Mrs. Thomas Vaughn of
Murray has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist
Hospital, Pa ciu cah
-





By Abigail Van Buren
19/7 by CnKagio TrIbune-N V News se..o Inc
DEAR ABBY: My Irish wife isn't speaking to me. Here's
what happened: Her father, who lived to a ripe old age,
was buried last week. I was a pallbearer. It was pour'
down rain when we got to the cemetery, and we were all
ankle-deep in mud.
There was some kind of mixup on the hole they had dug,
so after half the services were said at the wrong hole, we
were advised of the mistake, and the funeral party had to
walk a -very long way to-the right-hole.--What a mess! All
the pallbearers took turns slipping and falling in the mud
as we carried the casket, and the priest fell twice.
I held an umbrella over the priest's head as he started
I he prayers again, and I leaned over and whispered(
"Father, let's have the short version."
My wifelteard me and claims I was very disrespectful to.
her father Also she thinks that because of me the priest
lett out a lot, and her father didn't have a proper funeral.
Ilow can I get my wife to start talking to me?
SORR,.Y IN BOSTON
DEAR SORRY: Send her some flyWers. They're the
best hloomin' silence-breaker know, to man.
DEAR ABBY: My wife and I have a bet on, and we need
you to settle it Are you divorced, or aren't you? I say you
are, and my ,y‘'ife says you, aren't.
The loser has agreed to send $25 to a charity of your
hoice Thank you.
MAC
DEAR MAC: You lose. I am NOT divorced, and God
w Wing. come July I'll be married to the same wonderful
man for 39 years. I P.S. Send your contribution to your
local animal shelter.)
DEAR ABBY: CAROLINA CONTROVERSY says she
1, coot.), antly being complimented on her clothes, which she
makes herself, but her husband tells her she's foolish for
ieltuig people her clothes are "homemade."
How ridictitatis-! The well dressed man of today who can
afford to have his clothes custom-tailored isn't ashamed to
tell people that HIS suits are handmade. In fact he's proud
of it. So why shouldn't a.woman be proud to say that HER
clothes are "handmade"?
MY TWO CENTS
DEAR MY: She SHOULD be. But "homemade" and
"handmade have an entirely different ring—on the cash
register, that is. It's funny, how most people want their
clothes to look expensive, but don't like to spend a lot for
them
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
JUMPSUIT WITH vest
and pants look meets its
match in a blazer, p
create a different two-






tit in mime pa.
Mrs. Kaltryw Ov11•041
Phone 713.X171
Ills• lams baba • ••
N. a.
Preserve those precious
moments for a lifetime!
The Wedding ceremony lasts but for a few
nzoments. Yet. this wonderful time of your
life can be preserred for time to come. Re-
lire those beautiful times through the craf-
tsmanship and artistry of a professional
photographer. It would be sheer folly tb trust
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11r. and 11r.s. Hugh Earri.s
_ , . .
Sire and Mrs. Hugh Farris of Murray -will ce4ebrate their
golden wedding anniversary on Sunday. March k with an open -
house from two to four p. in. at the home of their son and
daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.'Billy Joe Farris, Merrywood
Drive, Benton.
—ATI:TiiiiitYrindielitiiiiireiriVited to attehd.
The couple was married March*, 1927, in Paris, Tn., by the
Rev. E. M. Mathis. They were atanded by Leon Merrill ahd
Mrs. E. M. Mathis. --
Mrs. Farris, the former Lillie Vance; is the daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Vance, Sr., of Hazel. Mr. Farris is the
son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Farris of Murray.
They havelhe son, Billy Joe Farris of Benton, and three
granddaughters, Mrs. Deborah Outland, Miss Ebeth Farris,
and Miss Susan Farris.
ca:tA-Wise
By Helen F. Andrew. M.S..
Health Educator
lAtatet for garvivar
." The human body depends.
for survival on three essential
elements—i:vaTer, food and
air. Of these, water is most
often in short supply since few
people understand the im-
portance. of getting 6 to 8
glasses a day. •
Two thirds of the body's
weight is accounted for by
- this in
the cells and 40 percent
between the cells and in the
blood Vessels. This fluid pro-
vides the medium which/sal:
rtes nutrients to the cells and
removes waste products. Wa-
ter is required for hundreds of
chemical reactions,in the cells,-
which support life. It also
regulates body temperature.
So important is water that a
loss of 10 percent is a serious
• threat to health and up to 20
percent is usually fatal. One
can live several weeks with-
out food but only a .few days
without water. When the-
body is threatened , with_ cler
-IydratiOn, tie kidneys act to
reduce urine production, but
they are able to compensate
only _to a -certain point.
f-6 success of the British
team's conquest of Mt. Ever-
est is credited to recognition
of the vital importance of
water. Discovering that the.
Swiss team that failed the
previous year was reduced to.
World Day Of Prayer Will
Be Observed Here On Friday-
The annual riliservance of
World Day of Prayer will be
held in Inuninuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main
Streets, on Friday, March 4.
Coffee will be served by the
host church at 9:30 a.m. and
the program will begin at 10
a.m., concluding at ap-
proximately  11 a. m. Nursery
services will be provided.
The . Reverend Bill. Whit-
taker, minister, First Baptist
Church, will be the speakef
the occasion. The World Day
of Prayer theme for 1977 is
"Love In Action."
Since the first small
gatherings in the United
States 90 years ago, the idea of
united pravr by women




Today, World Day of Prayer
can be described as the most
important ecumenical and
international observance of
the year, a spokesman said. It
is under the auspices of an
International Committee
which has designated Church
Women United as the official 
sponsor of this celebration in
the United States.
Mrs. Don (Myra) Mueller,
of Immanuel' - Lutheran
Church, is World Day of






Lovett;. Floyd (Nell) Eaton,
CWU Vice-President; and W.
B. (Lillian) Graves, CW1J
Ready For Your Own
SWIMMING POOL?
OUR PRE-SEASON SPECIAL CAN
SAVE YOU OVER $1,090! -
Tired of the crowds, pollution, limited hours, costly
tranSportation, and all the other disadvantages of
publix pools and beaches..
Would you prefer the privacy, cleanliness,' con-






Call 388-9667 Collect To Arrange





Mrs. W. P. Mullins, Jr. is
president of the Murray-
Calloway County Church
Women United, which in
eludes 23 churches and is open
to representation from all
churches in Calloway. tChunty.
Mr. J. B. Wilson is secretary,
-and—Mrs. -Durwooci--Beatty,—
treasurer
The public is invited to
participate in the World Day




By CECILY BROWNSTONE .







It serves as a salad.
2 large cucumbers
2 hard-cooked egg yolks
's cup sour cream
1 tablespoon cider vinegar
1 teaspoon salt
L A teaspoon pepper
Pare cucumbers; cut in half
lengthwise; scoop out seeds and
discard; slice cucumbers thin.
Mash yolks; gradually stir in
sour cream and vinegar, keep-
ing smooth. Add cucumbers.
salt and pepper and stir well
Serve at once on lettuce and








Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.














less than a pint of water a day
for the final days of the climb.
the British team carried extra
fuel to melt enough snow and
ice to provide five to seven
pints of water a day. They
'
oor ,h,tnces of living long
renorigh tu elebrate your golden
-"Avertidin g arthiC'erser'jr are. ' 
goodit ou stay married long
lou
DIN good news, . reports the
American Council of Life In-
surance, is that the odds for a
23-year-old man and a 21-year-
old noman (the current- median
age, tor first marriage) to live
long enough to achieve 50 years
of matrimony have climbed from
140 to Ail per 1.000 marriages
during the .past 75 years.
consirte-redrhis responsible- • ‘1  -win it last?
for their well-being in con-
trast to the extreme fatigue
the Swiss climbers had ex-
perienced.
The popular caffeine and
sugar-laden drinks—coffee.
tea, cola and salt drinks—are
a poor substitute for pure
water. Fruit drinks are pref-
erable for those who find
water unpalatable and can
afford the extra calories, _IF-4411.4g lessdig= but &ignifl,
is best matittil milestones have im-
tween meals rather than at pro‘cd. too
mealtime When it dilutes the
digestive juices. At least two
glasses, of Water upon rising
inaprove--elinriotat ion -and Or.
pare the stomach for break-
fast.
A hint for those who forget
to drink enough water: Fill a
pitcher qtr bottle with the six
or eight glasses youintend to
drink during the day. At least
half an hour before your last
meal drink whatever remains
of your day's quota.
Is •r--• •-•, OS
1 he not-so-good news. hon.7
ever. is that more people are
disolcing before ever reaching
that aoliten landmark. The., na-
tional divorce rate has tripled
dining the tact half-century' or
so
Howes er. since most people
who disorce. marry again-75
percent of the women and 80
percent of men do--the t'oun-

















You Can Save $1.01
ThOse marital milestones iffizel Wthilan's Club Hears
Student From Greece SpeqkFor esample. the chances Lit
celebrating silver wedding an-
' niversafi: for a 7f5ryear-oldbride 
groom and a 30-year-old bride
aboul  Jo, 
than those tor es en a %cry
young couple at the turn of the
century.
If you wait
For those nho nail longer
before plunging dinto marriage
for the first or yet another time.
the Council reports more cheery
prospeos a otiple who marry
at age 65 10.14 can tool for-
ward ;to their tin Apizu,cri,Ar 
celebration-10 sears of mar-
riage at least.
As for those who have no
plans Id vied. the Council notes
that statistics Mei tv:a1 that mar-
riage- adds y ears to life. In the
- 1-5-44- age group., for eianiple,
married men's death rate is 3.0
per 1.000.. For those who are
unmarried. it is 7.3 per 1.000.
For married women, the mor-
itality rate is 2.0. for those single.
It is 1 4. Singles are therefore
advised to .consider inarriage
or at least story reading sta-
tistics.
'15iria4 C;Orgion, graduate' answer PerfOd foll-Owed: • -
student at Murray State Each member brought a
University from uorintn, foreign dish -for the potluck
Greece, was the guest speaker supper served to the members
at the meeting of the Hazel and guest.
Mrs. Max Parks, vice-
president; -presided and also
gave the devotion The club
voted to purchase a Kentucky
Hospitality book in order to
receive score card credit.
Fach elub rixerriber will make 
a flower arrangement for the
senior citizens center. The
members also voted to plan a
family cook out it) May.
Members present were
Mesdames Hughes Bennett,
Tommy Story, Butch Elliott.
Harold Wilkinson, Gerald
Gallimore, Gerald Ray, Steve
Knott, Phil [Addle. -Dale




Woman's Club held on
Thursday. February 17, at the
home of Mrs. Phil Liddle.
The speaker who is working
on her master's degree in
finance and management, told
the club about her country and
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_Bys. C., Van Curon
FRANKFORT - It's too early for
Anphasis to be put on the 1979 guber-
latorial race, but that's what the
political.. writers out of here seem to be
The real empahsis belongs on the
legislative races this year, for it is from
the 1978 session of the General
Assembly that the decision . will be
inaqe, on the , state-wide races for the
constitutional offices.
All 100 members of the House and
lalf, 19, members of the Senate are up
or election this year. Governor Julian
'arroll is just half-way _through his
our-year term. The success or failure
 -athicini'Matibli to elecl a 'Are- -
-e;:s4L depends upon the 1978 session,
dthotigh there seems little possibility
that the governor won't be in a strong
position in 1978 to have great sway in _
the next governor's race. -
Barring accidents, . or unforseen
political catastrophe, this ad-
ministration should have smooth
sailing. However, it is on the legislative
elections this year that Carroll must
_depend to hold a tight reign on the next
legislative session.
The governor is in a position of
having set his program the first
legislative session, and the second
session is where he sees that it is
carried through to its successful con-..
elusion.
, Under Kentucky's constitution a
governor cannot succeed himself, and
this seems a pity in most instances, for
it really takes four years to get a
program rolling, and then he has to turn
it over to someone.else.
No governor in recent memory has
ever achieved as much as he had hoped
when he was running, and he really
needs another FOCir years to accomplish
the true benefits of his charted
program.
You can rest assured that Gov..
Carroll and Democratic headquarters
here are very much interested in the
legislative races this year. The
governor and his staff are making
decisions right now and in the next
short weeks as to whom they will
support in the Senate and House
primary races this May. They also
want to maintain their present party-
line majority in both branches during
the 1978 sessions for this is where much
a their political strength comes from in
choosing the next Democratic nominee
for governor and his election in the fall
against the minority Republican Party.
The Democratic Party seems united
in Kentucky better than it has been in
the last _two decades. There isn't the -
bitter rivalry that prevailed between
the Chandler and Clements factions
back in the 1950s.
Given this situation, the course to
chart now is to keep .the part y: united
and- oid any 1fts such as the-ac-
cusations made recently by
Congressman Carroll Hubbard that the
Democratic Party has been soliciting
coal °Orators for funds to use in the
l*xington mayorial race.
There always have been charges and
counter charges about force being used
on coal operators or highway con-
tractors or some other vested interests
for campaign contributions. These
charges always have been a dime a
dozen. And they probably will continue
to be.
There has been a growing resentment
in the business community about their
names being used in these kinds of
political harangues in the press.
Any experienced political writer here
knows that the business interests
contribute to both factions in _.the
Democrat Party when there is a big
split and in the fall they also contribute
to the-Republicans when there is a
semblance of a race.
Some of the business interests have
grown tired of the political promises
made at contribution time, and then not
carriiirthrough When the governor'gets
in office.
I heard a cure recently for this. One
wag suggested that the big business -
interests of Kentucky get together and
tell the candidates, "Borrow the money -
for your race. When you get in office
and carry out your promises, we'll
make the contributions to pay off the
notes."
Now, wouldn't that be something.
This Week at MSU
Monday. February 28
John Dean, a key figure , in the
Watergate scandal that led to the
resignation of former President
Richard M. Nixon, will speak at
Murray State University as the second
of four speakers in the Insight Lecture
Series sponsored by the Student
Government Association. Dean will
appear at 8 p. m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Murray State students with iden-
tification cards will be admitted at no
charge, while all other persons will be
admitted for 50 cents each.
Tuesday, March 1
A joint recital by Doug Kent, trum-
pet, Park Forest, Ill., and Donald E.
Travis, Camden, Tenn. tuba, will be
presented at 8:15 p. m. in the Recital
Hall of the Fine Arts Annex.
Tuesday and Wednesday
March land 2
Representatives from the American
Red Cross Blood Bank in Paducah will
be on campus to receive blood March 1
from a. m. to 3 p. m. and on March 2
from 10 a. m. to 4 p. m. in the Beshear
Gym of the Student (enter. For ad-





On exhibit in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery of the Fine Arts Center will be:
a 3-D exhibition by Mary Handshy,
Springfield, Ill.; a graphics exhibition
by Mike Buckingham, Louisville; and-a
painting exhibition by Anthony W.
Dotson, Hopkinsville.
The Magic. Silver Show, a competitive
photography exhibition of .171
photographs selected from more than
1,000 entries, will be on display in the
'Clara M. Eagle Gallery of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center. The public is
invited to view the exhibit.
Thursday. March 3
Violinist Eugene Fodor will present a
concert sponsored by the Mut ray Civic
Music Association at 8:15 p. m. in
Lovett Auditorium. Admission will be
by . Civic Music Ass'ociation mem-




• Saturday, March 5
The Fourth District" High School
Basektball Tournament will be played
in the Murray State .Fieldhouse at 7 and
8: 45`07-m. if final games are necessary
after Friday, they will be plaYed at 7 p.
m. on Saturday, March 5. Tickets at $2
for adults ad$1 for students. The doors
open at 6 p.
vt
A presentation of "After Magritte"
and "The Real Inspector Hound," two
farces by Tom Stoppard and performed
as companion pieces in New York, will
be presented in the University Theatre
at 8 p. m. The admission is $2 or by
season ticket.
Coach Dew Drop Rowlett and her
Murray State women's basketball team
will be in Lexington competing in the
women's intercollegiate state chant-
pionship tournament.
Friday, March 4
Brady Miller of Huntsville, Ala., will
present a senior French horn recital at
•7 p. m. Thomas Baker will present a
faculty recital on the piano at 8:15 p. m.
Both are in the Recital Hall of the Fine
Arts Annex.
Friday and Saturday
March 4 and 5
The Ohio Valley Conference tour-
nament will be played in the Dunn
Arena at Austin Peay State University
of( Clarksville, Tenn., with the top four
teams in the conference for the 1976-77
season competing to determine the




Sunday, March 6 ..
The Spring Intercollegiate Rodeo will
be held at the West Kentucky Livestock
and 'Exposition Center with per-
formances Friday and Saturday
beginning at 7:30 p. m. and Sunday's
program beginning at 2 p. m. The ad-
mission is $3 for adults; $2 for students;
$1 for children 6 through 12 years of
age; \and children under 6 free. The
rodeo is open to the public.
Saturday, March 5
Music scholarship auditions for high
school students, sponsoi ed by Sigma
Alpha ibta and Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,
will be held at 9 a. m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Center.
Sunday, March 6
Tom Bowling of Henderson will
present a junior trombone recital at 2 p.
m. Susan Carp of Martin, Tenn., cello,
and Jeff D. Smith of Shelbyville, Ill.,
tuba, will present a joint recital at 3:30
p. m. Both will be in the Recital Hall of
the Fine Arts Annex.
Bible Thought
• It is written Be ye holy; for ! am
\holy. I Peter'1:16.
It has been said that like begets ;
kke " And God's children ought to




HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems -
fast. If you have a question or
problem not answered in these columns
write HEARTLINE, 114 E#Dayton, St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45iilki Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies, but
you must include a stamped, self-
addressed envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this colunin..
HEARTLINE: I am going to turn 65
next month and I will be going on
Medicare. I have to have special or- -
-thopedic shoes made which are con-
nected to my leg braces. I need- new
shoes and braces about once every
year. Will Medicare help pay for this?
P. C.
" 'ANSWER:- WS: lig-braCeSare
always a covered item under Medicare,
but the only instance in which special
orthopedic shoes are covered is when
they are connected to leg braces.
"Heartline's Guide to Medicare,"
includes a complete update on the
Medicare deductibles, covered services
under Medicare, and a sample
Medicare claim form and instructions
on how to prepare it. The book is
written in easy-to-understand,
question-and-anstker form and has a
complete money-back guarantee.
To order, send $1.50 to Heartline's
Guide to Medicare, 114 E. Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please
allow six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I ordered a set of
towels from a well-known mail order
Haititiiiii4:0‘)
' COmpany abolif two months 'ago. The
advertisement said that I would receive
these within four weeks, yet I still have
not received them. Is there any way
that you can help me? F. J.
ANSWER: Yes. The proper forms for
you to fill out have been sent to you;
upon their, return, we will contact the
company with whom you are having
trouble.
Anyone having a consumer problem
with a company can write Headline a
letter about your complaint. When you
have supplied us with all the necessary
information, we will contact the
company. Write to: ,Heartline - Dept.
50, 114 E. Dayton St., West Alexandria,
Ohio 45381. PlOase include a long, self-
addressed, stamped envelope with your
inquiry...
finlITILISIt'. MY wife is 6fr'yeari old
and I am 67. We are both drawing Social
Security and working full-time. In 1976,
my wife earned $1,900, and I earned
$2,200. We also have interest income of
about $650, giving us a total income of
$4,750 for 1976. Do we have to file a
federal income tax return? B. F.
ANSWER: Since both you and your
wife are over 65 and your total income
is less than $5,100, you would not have to
file a federal income tax. return. Any
couple in which both people are 65 or
over do not have to file a federal income
tax return if their income is less than
$5,100 combined.
However, if your employers withheld
Iederal income tax out of your salary
and you are due a refund, you must file
a return to receive it.
Letters To The Editor ...a,
Councilman Comments
Dear Editor :
I would like to comment concerning
--the-Cernmon-Geuneil-aetion-to deny the
agreement worked out by Mayor Scott
and the Kentucky State Highway
.Department to build a 4-lane highway
though the Howard Brandon property
to Highway 121-South.
This project WAs of particular- con-
cern to me because of my chairmanship
of the Budget Committee and my
membership on the Street Committee.
The 4-lane project 'was never brought
before the Street Committee for a
decision on feasibility. The project was
never brought before the Budget
Committee for a review of the financial
cost. There is some question as to
whether the City of Murraycan afford
the expenditures which would be called
' for as a result of the submitted
agreement.
It was claimed at the time of sub-
mission that the project would cost the
city nothing. This statement is not
borne out by information contained in a
memorandum which I managed to
obtain the morning after the project
first surfaced in a Murray Ledger SE
Times news article. This memorandum
was from George W. Wilson, Assistant
District Engineer for PreConstruction
to Jim Cleavinger, Chief Design
Engineer, dated September 16, 1976 and
had as Subject: Calloway County,
Glendale Road in Murray.
By utilizing the information con-
tained in the memorandum and the
content of the agreement submitted to
the Council for approval, I have been
able to delineate the following ' ex-
penditures which would apparently be
necessary for the City of Murray to
make from the budget in the event such
a project were to be undertaken:
Drainage Pipe - $26,777.00 f.this
would be strictly a cash outlay.
DGA Base ( Stockpiled) - $24,000.00
( whether gravel from the landfillcould
be used as claimed by the Mayor cannot
be verified by information available at
this time)
Clearing and Grubbing - $2,542.00
( this can be in-kind work).
Roadway Excavation $6,000.00
this can be in-kind work).
These costs are "just the facts" and
can be verified by a comparlson of the.
memorandum and the submitted
agreement. However, the memoran-
dum shows a 4-lane curb and gutter
project cost to the City of $50,802.00 and
delineates that only a portion of the
drainage pipe is to be city-furnished,
whereas the agreement calls for all
drainage pipe to be furnished by the
city. This requirement increases the
drainage pipe cost to the $26,777.00
figure cited above.
There seem. to be three factors of
concern which arise from this
situation:
1. Whether the City of Murray is to
stay within submitted budgets or is to
spend money at the whim of the ad-
ministration.
2. Whether the Council members are
to be consulted on projects of this
magnitude during the planning stage.
3. WhethtK.all..land developers are to
be treated equally In -terms of road
development through their property.
These questions are as much the
responsibility of the voters as they are
of the Council members, and it would be
well if each citizen would take a little
-time to make his or her desires *own
to your city government. I -
Sincerely,
Melvin B. Henley
Member, Murray Common Council
Disagrees With Harrigan
Dear Editor: •
The column by Anthony HarrjonL
regularly carried by The Murray
Ledge? & Times, is often filled with
misinformation, but because that of
February 23 is .plarticularly outrageous,
I feel compelled to offer a rebuttal. In
the column of that date, Harrigan
endorses the view that voting is a
privilege, rather than a right. He goes
on to offer impliciyupport for a system
which would give pOrportionately
greater voting power, to those who pay
tile highest taxes.
Apparently, the speakers 'voted by
Harrigan, and the author himself are
unfamiliar with the United States
Constitution. On the matter of whether
the franchise is a privilege or a right,
the United States Supreme Court, at
least as far back as 1886, in the land-
mark case of Yick Wo v. Hopkins. made
it clear•that Voting is a "fundamental
political right, because preservative of
all other rights."
In recent years, the Supreme Court
has gone even further in protecting the
right to have one's vote counted as of
equal weight. In Harper v. ‘'irginia
Board of Elections, a 1966 ruling which
invalidated_ the Virginia . poll tax, the
Court said, that a state violates the
Equal Protection Clause qf the Four-
teenth Amendment whenever it makes
the affilence of the voter or payment of
any fee an electoral standard. Voter
qualifications have no relation to
wealth nor to paying or not paying this
• or any other tax."
What 'Harrigan and his cohorts
propose is blatantly unconstitutional.
Furthermore, it is pernicious, in that it
attacks the basic premise on which a
democratic system is built. Harrigan
often attacks leftist groups because of
their failure to support a democratic
system, implying that such people are
"un-American." Yet, what could be any
more "un-American" than this
proposal of his which would undermine
some very important provisions of the
United States Constitution?
Although the ctlumn of February 23
is notably bad, the Harrigan column
continually espouses beliefs far ,to the
right of the center of the political
spectrum. While I would certainly not
propose denying this man Fps right to
speak, I believe that the Ledger &
Times would better serve the people of
Murray by balancing its editorial
content, by carrying other, more
moderate, columnists. I doubt that
most Murrayites enjoy being force fed









Murray Ledger & Times Editor
There's_ppthing new about a doctor
telling us weli•-e our own woEst enemies
- from eating too much of the wrong
kind of food, for smoking or drinking
habits, or from otherwise neglecting
our health and safety. But Dr. Kerr
White of the Institute for Health Care
Studies isn't content with dispensing
good advice.
He thinks people should be subject to
a "health tax." The more they
jeopardize their health, the higher the
tax would be.
•.This his.aolattion tt) therising cost of .
health care as part of public budgets.
People who become a burden to the
health care system would have paid
their way in advance by the tax on their
bad habits.
Dr. White has a good sense of justice,
but the tax collector has enough to dp
already without auditing our
refrigerator or ashtrays.
We sympathize with people who seem
determined to eat, drink or smoke
themselves to death, but they shouldn't
have .to pay the government for the
privilege.
0+0
While we're on the subject, March 6-
12 will be a week that can be Celebrated
in a way that should keep us feeling
good for a long time.
It's National Nutrition Week, spon-
sored by the American Dietetic
Association. "Nutrition - Foodway to
Fun and Fitness" is the theme.
Each of us should take a good look at
our diet to be sure that it's balanced. At
the same time, we should check our
exercise_prograe were
doing enough to maintain ideal weight •
and good muscle tone.
The goal of course is to be fit and have
fun.
. 0+0
In Lima, Ohio, a husband weary of his
wife's persistent nagging, moved out of
the house and into the barn. .
There, for months, he enjoyed a
bachelor-like existence. He continued
The Murray
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to attend to the yard and other chores
but never went into "her house" and
she never came to check-up on "his
barn." ......
But they spoke to each other, con-
tinued on good terms and once in a
while she cooked dinner for him and put
it at his door.
Friends seem to understand the
situation. Some told him he had done a
pretty smart thing.
"But why?" asked one, "Why don't
you run off? You'd be well rid of her."
. "as a wife sha's aothing;' Uin





Ray T. Broach was awarded the
trophy as "1966 Agent of the Year in
District I" at the Mid-Winter Sales
Convention of the Kentucky Farm
Bureau Mutual Insurance Company_ at
Deaths reported include William
Forest Foster, Mayfield, Mrs. Jennie
Lovett Holley, Hazel Route One, age 64,
and R. B. Beane, Murray Route Three,
age 74.
The Murray Electric System will host
the Murray-Calloway County Builders
Association at the meeting on March 6
at the Holiday Inn. Personnel of the
Tennessee Valley Authority will
present the program.
-Mesdames Margaret Porter, Donald
Clemons, Robert Baar, 0. B. Boone,
Jr., and Rob Ray, and Dr. Ethel Miller
presented a musical program at the
meeting of the Zeta Department of the
Mufray Woman's Club.
Robbie Paschall 'presided at the
meeting of Woodmen Grove 126 held at
the WOW Hall. -
20 Years Ago
Yolanda Fort, .Jean Carol Goard,
Nancy Jane Lamb, and Bobbie Jane
Ray, all of Murray, are four of the 36
student nurses who will receive their
caps in exercises at the Murray State
College auditorium on March 1, ac-
cording to Ruth Cole, director of nur-
sing education at MSC. . .
Deaths reported include Robie L.
Fair, age 78, Murray.
The 1957 tax books will close today for
the listing of taxes, according to Robert
Young, county tax commissioner.
Almo beat Hazel and South Marshall
beat Benton in opening games of the
Fourth District Basketball tournament
held at thf MSC Sports Arena. Bob
Pritchett got 34 points for Almo,
Wilkins got 33 for South Marshall, and
Paul Daily got 22 for Benton.
"A new service station is moving
toward completion on North Fourth
Street,- from the Column, "Seen &





By F.J.L. Blasingame, M.D.
Mrs. F.D. states that she never
knows whether to use heat or cold in
first aid. Also, she asks the best way to
apply either form of treatment.
A: Opinions differ as to whether heat
is preferable to cold. Both appear to be
beneficial if used appropriately and
carefully.
I prefer the use of cold over heat. Cold
is usually safer; there is less change of
tissue damaging from temperatures
that are too high. Cold is often more
comfortable, giving some relief from
pain. Chilling tissue helps to avoid the
congestion associated with swelling,
thus improving circulation. And cold
reduces the rate, of multiplication of
bacteria that may have been in-
troduced into a bruised area.
Cold may be used for itching, mild
burns from heat or sunlight, bruises or
sprains, 'fieadaches or toothaches,
insect bites, and the like.
A lightweight, reusable, flexible fia-ck
is available at pharmacies for a
reasonable , price and is more con-
venient than the traditional hot water
bottle. The sealed pack contains a gel.
The pack can be kept in the freezer and
be immediately applied when needed.
The outer plastic coverage can be
cleaned with soap and water.
For heat therapy, the pack can be
immersed in hot watef or put in a
microwave oven for 15 or 20 seconds.
Make sure, though, not to overheat the
pack and burn the area to be treated.
Escaping to a Dream World
Q: Mrs. S. E. writes that her 80-year-
old father, who lives in her home, has
been blessed with a clear, calm mind.,
In recent months, however, be has been
"telling some tall tales" about himself.
She knows that they are inaccurate.
A: Your description leads me to
belie- -e that your wonderful father is
having episodes of fantasy. They may
represent a beneficial escape from
reality. He may, at certain times, be
experiencing what can be called a
-second childhood:" this is nothing to
worry about, though, for dreams are
useful in our sleep, in childhood, and in
our advanced years.
Our society is oriented toward
reality, and we may be inclined to
overlook the benefitg of flights of fancy
and unrestrained imagination.
Reading, - watching television,
listening to the _radio, conversing and
participating in other activities ( such
as rides in-s car, mealtime talk, church
attendance and sports ) may give your
father mental refreshment so that less
fantasy is apparent. His current
episodes should be regarded as normal
and not necessarily be viewe'd as the
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Banks Must Now Disclose
When Mortgage Money Goe,
NEW YORK (AP) —
Anyone who has ever been
denied a mortgage loan —
from the city dweller to the
farmer --. has a powerful new
way to check whether the
bank turned the loan down
unfairly.
For years banks have been
accused of redlining —
deifying mortgages in
declining' neighborhoods. thus
hastening the area's decay.
Under the federal Home
Loan Mortgage Disclosure
con- Act, banks are compelled to
in a disclose where their mortgage
d put money is going.
The first discloure reports
the lad to be made public last
ne a Sept. 30. Local activist groups
thaL fought for the law now
don't. report some successes but
plso some problems in using
man, new data,,
half The New Jersey Citizen
Action Alliance, for instance,
is gathering information from
100 banks in Newark, Jersey
1))3. City, Paterson and Elizabeth.The group believes it will be
*le to document how much
money is being invested by
O locailianks outside the areas
where their depositors .live.
The National Center for
Urban Ethnic Affairs in
Washington and the Chicago-
based National Training and
Information Center are
assiAlng scores of neigh-
borhood groups_ across the




estimates that at least 50
groups in cities, suburbs and a
few rural areas are trying to
use the new lending data.
In Cleveland, the Buckeye-
Woodlawn Community
Congress- is using the lending
data to press banks to ad-
vertise their willingness to
make loans in declining parts
of the city. The State Savings
• and Loan Association has
already agreed to de so.
The federal disclosure law is
helping neighborhoods in
-Philadelphia persuade banks
to rehabilitate housing. In Salt
O Lake City, local groups are
usinf the new information to
press for an antiredlining
ordinance.
Using the mortgage data,
local groups in Waterloo,
Iowa, won a ;3 million mor-
tgage pool from local blinks,
as well as a mortgage review
board that hears cases of
persons who feel they were
unfairly denied mortgage
loans.
"What the la- w did in effect
was to give groups the tool to
prevent banks from saying.
No, we don't do that
(redline)," says t Gale Cin-
cotta of the National Training
and Information Center.
But local groups complain it
can take considerable ex-
pertise to understand the
lending data. For instance, a
typical bank disclosure will
only show gross totals of how
many mortgages were made
in a geographic area, their
combined dollar value, and
what type of mortgage was
granted. Since no street ad-
dresses are given, it is up to
the local group trying to
document redlining to figure
out where loans were made
and where they were denied.
The biggest complaint











































































groups is that the report: are
made by ZIP code rather than
census tracts which are
smaller. Banks, which op-
posed the federal law said it
would be easier to compile the
data by census tract.
But beginning with the next
disclosures due in March,
banks will have to report by
census tract where their loan
money is going. This will show
more clearly which neigh-
borhoods • are getting mor-
tgage money from an in-
dividual bank.
Banking officials, mean-
while, say their biggest gripe
with the new lending law is the
provision forcing them to
report lending activity by
census tract. Dallas Ben-
newitz:- the mortgage expert
for the U.S. League of Savings
inid=t6Efri— -ASSoclations. in
Chicago, says census maps
drawn in 1970 are much more
difficult for banks to work
with compared with simply
reporting the ZIP code in
which a loan was made.
Bennewitz says that few
savings and loans say they are
getting requests for the in-
formation. He did say,
however, that the National
Training and Information
Center's contention that 50
groups around the country
were reglitating_theslata was-
probably accurate.
Joe Mariano, who works
with the Cleveland an-
tiredlining group, says 71P
code reporting means wealthy
Cleveland areas like Shaker
Heights are lumped *ether
with declining neighborhoods.
To solve the problem,
Mariano says his group is
assuming that mortgages
above the Buckeye-Woodlavm
area average of $15,000 to
820,000 are probably in the
richer areas in the EP code
area.
John Mitchell, working with
antirecllining groups in nor-
thern New Jersey, says len-
ding data for cities like
Teaneck which are covered by
a single EP code Present -the
same problem of Mixing rich
and ppqr .KkghbOrk0QAIS•
SfziiTar problems exist r for
groups studying Chicago
suburbs like Oak Park.
Local groups don't believe
that simple disclosure of
mortgage lending patterns is a
cure-all for the redlining
problem.
"The potential of disclosure
will take at least a few years.
to realize. It will take the help
of city governments to make it
meaningful," says Jim





ATHENS, Tenn. (AP) — A
special sound-equipped room
was readied at McMinn
-County Courthouse today to
hold the overflow crowd ex-
pected at the trial of Ronald
and Wanda Gibson Maddux,
charged with the beating
death of Mrs. Maddux's 4-
year-old daughter, Melisha.
The child's nude body was
found on a bare mattress in
the unheated living room of
the Maddux's home in
Cleveland, Tenn., last Oct 13
— just five months after the
state returned Melisha to the
couple.
The Madduxes had been
convicted of abusing Nelisha
when she was 11 months old
and were jailed for six
months. The state Human
Services Department
returned the child to them last
May.
Reporters and some 150
prospective jurors were ex-
pected to fill the 200-seat
courtroom. A basement room
with loudspeakers to relay the
proceedings was prepared for
the overflow.
Criminal Court Judge
James Witt said attorneys and
witnesses in the second-
degree murder trial would use
a side door of the courthouse
to keep them away from
reporters and the public.
"There will be stringent
security at the courthouse,"
said Sheriff Lariy Wallace.
"And there will be extra tight
security measures taken at
the jail while the Maddures
are here."
Judge Witt moved the
widely-publicized trial to
Athens last year because he
said heavy publicity made it
impossible for the Madduxes
Crossword Puzzler
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to receive a fair trial in the
Cleveland area.,
Last week, he rejected a
motion to suppress statements
the Madduxes made to
sheriff's deputies the day the
body was found.
Mrs. Maddux was alleged to
have said her husband
resented Melisha because the
child was fathered by another
man. Maddux reportedly told
deputies that he began
disciplining Melisha after she
wet her pants.
Maddux is alleged to have
said he beat Melisha with a
stick to keep her walking, and
allegedly made the following
statement: "I made her keep
walking back and forth all day
to try and tire her out so that
she would sleep that night.
"I kept giving her the hot
sauce. a tablespoon at a time.
She asked me for a drink of
water. I got a glass of water
and told her if she would take
the tablespoon of hot sauce, I
would give her a drink.
"She swallowed the hot
sauce and I drank the glass of
water."
Maddux told officers he
gave Melisha 'a shower and
sent her to bed alone, naked on
the bare mattress in the cold
living room. An autopsy
concluded she died the
following morning of shock
and exposure.
If convicted, the Madduxes
could be sentenced to 10 years





Hound" and "After Magrit-
te," two one-act farces, will be
presented March 3, 4, and 5 by
students in the Department of
Speech and Theatre at Murray
State University.
Curtain time for the per-
formance is 8 p. m. in the
University Theatre located in
the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center on the campus.
Written by Tom Stoppard,
the stories "take a look at
society, and the people within
to tell a Story," according to
director of the performance,
Robert E. Johnson, associate
professor in the Department
of Speech and Theatre.
Stoppard, who has won
several awards for his efforts,
currently has a play on
Broadway.
Taking charge of the
technical crews behind the
scenes is James I. Schempp,
assistant professor in the
Department of Speech and
Theatre. Stage manager for
both plays is Jacqueline
Smith, Petersburg, Ill., a
senior theatre arts major at
Murray State.
Admission is $2 for tickets at
the door the night of the
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All Items Subject To Prior Sale
Final
Clearance
We have remarked and regrouped many one of a kind,
discontinued and floor samples for absolute clearance. If
you are in need of a dining or bedroom suite, sofa, or chairs
this is an ideal Sirne to,cash in on these tremendous buys.




with cane headboard, triple
dresser, mirror, chest
& nite stand




6 chairs, large china
Reg. $3592.00 NOW S1 4950*








White stripped in blue
with king headboard,
Mph, dresser, twin mirrors




in fruitwood, headboard, triple
dresser, mirror, 5
drawer chest and nite stand
Reg. $920.00 NOW $46000
9 Piece Mahogany
Dining Room
Queen Ann oval table, 6 chairs,
lighted china and hunt board
Reg. $2499.00 NOV,'" 25000
American of Martinsville
Dining Room
Pecan round pedestal table,
6 cane back chairs, lighted
china, slightly scratched











Pedestal table with black
slate top, 4 rush seat chairs
slightly damaged




several colors & stv les
Values to $199.95
6,995Your Choice For  —
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FOUR ON TWO—John Randall finds the action rough inside
Peay players in a battle for the rebound. loch Blasingame is
dude Ralph Garner (50), Calvin Garrett (44), Gary Greene
doll's right).
as he is surrounded by four Austin
behind Randall while Governors in-
(40) and Dennis Pagan (20, to Ron-
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
Caldwell Jones Goes On Rampage
As 76ers Whip Supersonics 93-85
By The Associated Press
The Philadelphia 76ers'
front court doesn't start and
end with two players after all.
There is more to that.
National —13asketball
Association team than Julius
Erving and George McGinnis.
Caldwell Jones made his
presence felt Sunday,
dominating inside play with
15 rebounds and six blocked
shots, as the 76ers whipped the
Seattle SuperSonics 93-85.
"I thought this was a
tremendous game defensively
fur us, especially the job that
Jones did," said Philadelphia
Coach Gene Shue. "Defense is
something that we've lacked
in the last few games."
McGinnis and Erving also
Were noticeable, of course.
McGinnis tied Jones for the
high in rebounds and Erving
led the 76ers with 22 points.
Warriors 104, Nets 98
Phil Smith scored nine of his
game-high 24 points irr the of his 31 as' the Spurs raced to
final six minutes, rallying a 100,35 lead and ultimately
Golden, State past the Nets. put the game away.
The Warriors blew a 15-point Bullets ill, Braves 105
lead before making their Elvin Hayes scored 11 of his
comeback. 40 points in the final four
Nuggets 121, Celtics 100 minutes. leading Washington
David Thompson scored 31 past Buffalo. The Bullets, who
points and Denver got plenty swept the four-galne season
of help from its bench in series from Buffalo, trailed by
beating Boston. The teams as many as 18 points in the
stayed close for more than first quarter and did not take
holding a four-point ad- the lead until 7:49 remained in
vantage at the end of the first the game.
period and a six-point edge at Lakers 106, Rockets 101
the half and after threes Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
periods.
Spurs 135, Jazz 118
Billy Paultz and George
Gervin combined for 58 points,
leading high-powered San
Antonio over New Orleans.
The Jazz overcame a 17-point
deficit and took a 65-63 lead at
the half.
But in, the third quarter,
Gervin scored 18 of his 27
points and Paultz collected 11
scored 29 pounts and blocked
eight shots as Los Angeles
trimmed Houston.
TRACK
BATON ROUGE, La. —
Harvey Glance won the 60-
yard dash and Willie Smith
took the 440, leading Auburn to
the Southeastern Conference
indoor track and field title.
Send a greeting call.
Just 21C or less coast-to•coast•(-70,,ut and lind tiiappi k=i4V(1. add pOStage,
and yodye already spent ;.it least 3() cents. Maybe as much
U. a (It
But In )111 10U1' t41 n plume You can send a per-t mai greeting
(..(/// for tnily 21 cents or less for a one minute out-(4-stute
messa2e anywhere in the continental t cept Alaska).
Just dial your call the I way an\ 'night between 11 p.m.
and S a.m.. and all weekend till 3 p.m. Sunday. Atklitional
minutes area thrifty It, cents (w less.
Dial a Birthday. AnniYersary. Get Well. or Christmas Call.
-Fhere one for every occasion. And remember: through
rain. snow and glt Suit of night. long distance delivers.
Instuith.
\ lake good liii ilgs happcn fat. I )ial a greeting call toda.
South Central Bell
LUA rates do nol apply. ( ngJ,s.idlCe calls 1 • rates do apply
Station calls yuu dial yourself ur statiorIcalls placed with an operator where
long distance dialing laCirties are noticiiyallatle Low 1 • rates do not apply to
operator-assisted calls such as Person:to-person. cOin hotel-motel guest. credit
card, collett calls and on calls charged to another number. including special
billing numbers
Rugged Austin Peay Coasts To
Impressive Win Over Racers
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
A few weeks ago, all the
coaches in the Ohio Valley
Conference were quite upset
over the fact the league's post-
season tournament was going_
to be held in Clarksville on the
campus of Austin Peay State
University.
Of course, atfew weeks ago,
there were four teams in the
picture for the livc title. Aut
since then, Austin Peay has
played with machine-like
precision and walked through
the rest of the season, com-
pleting a 13-1 conference mark
with an impressiiie -99-88 win
Saturday night over Murray
State in the MSU Sports
Arena.
It really wouldn't matter
where the tournament was
held. They could play it at four
in the morning in a hayloft and
Austin Peay could win it. They
simply have too much talent.
"They are a better club than
I thought," Murray State
coaCh-Freci Overton said-after
his club was simply
manhandled by The Peay.
"They lost at Morehead and
then won by one point at
Middle. But the rest of their
road games they won
anywhere from 10 to 20 points.
When you can go on the road
and do that, you know you've
got a fine outfit.
"They are as strong as they
can be. They have a little too
much of everything. For us, it
was like going bear hunting
with a switch," Overton said.
The story of the game was
the board strength displayed
by the Governors. In the first
half, they had 29 rebounds
while Murray had 19. And in'
thefirst half, The Peay_got 18,
points off the offensive boards
in route to a 54-50 lead at in-
termission.
-It was like trying to keep
Tarzan off the boards,"
Overton said.
Not only was it Tartan, but
It was King Kong, Sasquatch
and Super Man all rolled up
into one ballclub.
Murray did not play that
badly. The Racers committed
only 12 turnovers in the game
while the Governors had 18.
But on the boards, Austin
Peay held a commanding 57-38
lead as 6-9 senior Ralph
Garner pulled off 14, 6-7 junior
Otis Howard 12, 6-9 junior
Gary Greene 11 and 6-7
sophomore Calvin Garrett
nine.
"The big thing was the pure
strength they had on the
boards. We have good jum-
pers but only Mike Muff and
Zech Blasingame have the
pure strength and Austin Peay
was just too deep for us to
match," Overton said.
For the first 10 minutes of
the game, Murray was ahead.
Muff hit an eight-footer with
12:30 left to boost the Racers
into a 22-1g lead.
Trailing 24-19, the Gover-
nors then ran off six con-
secutive points to go ahead for
the first time in the game.
With 7:26 left in the half,
Greene scored on an offensive
rebound to snap a 31-31 tie and
The Peay went ahead to stay.
Austin Peay rolled out to an
11-point lead at 53-42 with just
over two minutes left in the
half before the Racers rallied
to _trim the gap to four at In-
termission, 54-50.
Twice in the second half,
Murray closed to within a
point. With 10 minutes left in
the game, the Raceri- Were
still close, trailing only 71-67.
Then Austin Peay went on an
11-2 scoring surge and with
7:37 left in the game, the
Governors led 82-69 and it was
all over.
Grover Woolard's three-
point play at the 3:33 mark
made it an 88-80 gaing.and left
the Racer fans hoping for a
miracle. But there- Was no
miracle. Austin Peay was just
too tough and too well-coached
to fold.
The Racers played valiantly
GOLF
FORT LAUDERDALE. Fla.
— Jack Nicklaus rallied with
three birdies and an eagle on
the back nine to pull out oLa
three-way tie for the lead arid
win the $250,000 Jackie
Gleason Inverrary Classic by
five strokes over Gary_Player
of Southlfttra.
HONG KONG — Veteran
Hsieh Min-nan of Taiwan led
all the way in winning the
$50,000 Hong Kong Open with a
five-under-par 275 total.
down the stretch, employing
the fullcourt press but The
Peay broke it several times
for slam-dunks by 6-4 Phil
Mayo.
"That's why a lightweight
can't step into the ring and
fight George -Foreman,"
Overton said of The Peay. -
"He can fight in his oWn
league but if he goes against a
heavyweight, he'll get his
lights knocked out."
"But I was really proud of
our kids. We never quit bat-
tling. We p+yed pard and we
were an exciting team to
watch," Overton added,
almost sensing the fate which
will surely come Friday night
when Murray has to play the
Governors in the first round of
the league tourney.
Six Governors scored in
double figures. Garrett's 21
paced the attack, Mayo had
16, while Howard and guard
-Norman Jackson added 14
apiece.
For the Racers, Woolard
closed his home career with 27
points on 11 for 20 shooting and
Mike Muff added 22 points and
10 rebounds. John Randall,
Zach Blasingame and Jininv
Warren all had 10 points,
Randall snaring eight
rebounds.
"I was really happy with the
performance of our kids,"
EVEN RALPH SMILED—Though he just hod his shot blocked
by Danny Jarrett (55), Ralph Garner (50) of Austin Peay
manages to laugh at himself for not jumping after shooting an
offensive rebound back toward the goal. Watching Jarrett is
loch Blasingame of the Racers while Otis Howard (45) watches
too.
(Stei Photos by Mid Breation)
Governor coach Lake Kelly
said.
"We could have come down
here and said 'we're number
one' but we didn't lay down.
We didn't panic when we got
behind in the first half. You
have to take up the slack
somewhere on the road and
tonight we did it' on the
boar' Kelly added.
"We're not counting
anything yet. Murray is a good
ballclub and it's not going to
be easy to beat them three
times in a- row," Kelly said.
The Peay finishes its league
record 13-1 and stands 23-3
overall.. The Governors lost
early in the season at Florida
State, fell in their second OVC
game at Morehead and lost on
the road to an outstanding Old
Llornimion club, _
Murray winds up 9-5 in the
league and in a three-way tie
for second with Morehead and
Middle. But since Morehead
won over Austin Peay, they
finish second.
And since Middle won by
four points over Murray in
Murfreesboro and Murray
defeated the Raiders by only
one at Murray, then Middle
gets third and will play
Morehead Friday while the
Racers get the dubious honor
of meeting The Peay.
For the Racers, there is one
consolation. As badly as they
wanted it, Austin Peay didn't
score over 100 points Satur-
day.
£.. P..
fig-fga ft-fta rti pi tp
Garrett. . ... 9-17 3-6 9 3 21
Howard 7-17 0-1 12 2 14
Garner 4-8 2-2" 14 4 10
Jackson 5-5 4-7 0 2 14
Pagan 9-10 0-0 3 3 10
Epley 0-0 2-2 1 0 2
Greene 4-7 1-1 11 5 9
Mason  1-2 0-0 1 4 2
Mayo .... ter —3 3 16
Randall  0-1 1-2 0 1 1
Totals 42-77 19-24 57 27 99
Norm 16616
fg-fga ft-fta rb pi tp




 3-10 4-6 8 4 10
Wooibrd 11-20 9-9 3 3 77
Warren 5-11 0-0 4 5 10
Wilson 0-0 0-0 0 1 0
Jarrett 2-5 2-2 1 2 6
Jackson 1-1 1-2 0 3 3
Totals 33-75 72-33 38 23 88
Austin Peay 54 45-99
Murray State 50 36-88
Attendance: 7,500
Centre' Shopp,r1Cen7r,
Ci,n 7 en to 6 p





















Look For Many Bargains In Stock At Discount Prices At
Joe Smith's
Discount Carpet Center









Clearance Sale of Roll Ends of Carpet
Values up to $10 sq. yd.
(Must Take The Whole Pc. at This Price)







Browse Through Our Showroom






Free Estimates•We Install What We Sell
tip
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North Carolina Romps Over
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The North Carolina Tar
Heels pulled off a great double
play over the weekend.
They won the Atlantic Coast
Conference regular-season
title with a little help from
North Carolina State, then
beat -Louisville with a Tot of
help from Phil Fprd.
"It looked like We were worn
out," said North Carolina _
Coach Dean Smith after
Sunday's nationally televised
96-89 victory over Louisville.
The Tar Heels had every
right to be tired. They had
beaten Duke 84-71 Saturday,
then sweated through an
emotionally draining day
before finding out how Wake
Forest would-do that night.
The Deacons were upset by
North Carolina State 91-85,
ranked club.
North Carolina led
Louisville by as many as 22
' points in the second half of the
game at charlotte, N.C., and,
led by Ford, held off a late
Cardinals rally.
The brilliant _guard scored
26 points and orchestrated the
sensitive "Four Corner" of-
fense for the ninth-ranked Tar
Heels.
-It's hard to be ahead by 20
against such a good team like
Louisville," Smith said.
"Louisville is not going to fall
over and play dead when
they're down by 20."
Elsewhere in the, Top 10
Saturday, No. 1 San Francisco
sq ue.eaed - past Portland
University 95-92; No.. 2 Ken-
tucky defeated Alabama 85-
70; No. 3 Michigan edged
Michigan —State 69-65 in
overtime; No. 5 UCLA
tiarnmered - eatifornia 91439-
and Georgia shocked No. 7
Tennessee 83-76.
BODY CONTROL—Jimmy Warren (33) of the Racers twists
and turns in the air to keep from charging Otis Howard of
Austin Peay. Warren scored 10 points for the Racers.
In other games, No. 12
Providence stopped St. John's
69-66; No. 13 Minnesota nipped
Illinois 72-70; No. 14 Cincinnati
outscored Jacksonville 78-61;
No. 15 Syracuse turned back
Rutgers 82-72; No. 16 Detroit
walloped Cincinnati-Xavier
91-66; No. 17 Oregon edged
Washington 61-60; No. 18
Marquette beat Virginia Tech
75-70; No. 19 Clemson em-
barrassed Roanoke 120-56, and
New Mexieii upset No. 20 Utah
81-77.
North Carolina held a 57-38
halftime lead and expanded
that to 70-48 early in the
second half before Louisville
came back on the sheeting of
Wesley (Cox and Rick Wilsdn,
who led all scorers with 30
points.
But Ford scored crucial
points, and fresturian - star
Mike Olioren: who also had
thwarted-- the lioutIvilte
comeback before a sellout
crowd of 11,666 at the
Charlotte Cohseum.
Saturday's victory and the
first-place finish earned the
Tar Heels a.. bye in the first
round of the ACC playoffs,
starting Thursday. North
'Carolina will play Friday
night in the semifinals against
the winner of the Maryland-
North Carolina State game.
Other first-round matchups
include Wake Forest vs.
Virginia and Clemson vs.
Duke.
Bill Cartwright.. scored 13
points and led San Francisco
on a 14-2 tear late in the game,
helping the undefeated Dons
beat Portland for their 29th
straight victory this season.
The big center had three
baskets in the middle of the
streak as the Dons rallied
from an 11-point deficit
against the underdog Pilots.
Rickey Green scored 20
points, 'including a crucial
basket in overtime, helping
Michigan beat Michigan
State.
Marques Johnson scored 37
points in his last home game in
Paulee Pavilion, leading
UCLA over California.
UCLA's victory clinched a tie
for _ the ..Pac-.8..
Daniels and Curtis Jackson
combined on a 10-point rally in
the final two minutes as
Georgia, the last-place team
in the SEC, upset Tennessee.
Bruce Campbell scored 21
points, leading Providence
over St. John's. Ray Williams
sank two free throws with 30
seconds left, lifting Minnesota
past Illinois.




You get a giant helping of 21 golden-fried shrimp,
a hearty serving of french fries, a dish of our savory
slaw, and hot dinner roll and.but4er — all for just $2.69.
Now that's super seafood. At Jerry's we've got
that plus other delicious seafood dinners such as Ocean
Whitefish, and our Sealood Platter (shrimp, oysters,
scallops and fillet I, Fish Sandwich Plate, and-tuna
Salad Sandwich. And on Friday night, choose from our
big Fish Fry Menu.
So come on in, to our Super Shrimp Sale. See why
seafood is super at Jerry's.
Offer good _Feb 21 to Apol 8, 1977
South 12th St.
Monday-Saturday After 4 p.m. -Sunday After II a.m.
wag
CHALKING UP TWO MORE—Grover Woolard, who hit on six
of eight in the first half, fires up two of his game-high 27 poin-
ts against Austin Peay. Woolard finished with 11 for 20 from
the field.
Lady Racers Get Easy
Win Over Austin Peay
The Murray State Lady
Racers closed out their home
season Saturday with a 65-42
win over Austin Peay.
The game was called off
with 4:02 left to go because of
a leaking roof, which delayed
the start of the varsity men's
game for 30 minutes.
McFarland 6. Steadman 2,
Highfill 14, Hicks ' and
Baynham
Murray :65 — Mounts 16,
Leimbach 8, 'Maddix 4, Stokely
6, Hayes 10, Gates 9, Hughes 2,
Parrish 10 and Schwartz.
Murray was in command all
thew, carrying a 37-30_lead_ _
into the,dressing room at
intermission then blowing the
game open early in the second
half.
Several times in the second
half, the game had to be
stopped while water was
mopped off the floor. By
mutual agreement, the game
was halted- because of the
4liter which made the -Mier
quite dangerous.
Jackie Mounts led the Racer
scoring with 16 'paints while
Debbie Hayes added 10 as did
Bev Parrish. Hayes and
Mounts each had nine
rebounds in the game as
Murray enjoyed a 51-35 lead
on the boards.
The win gives Murray a 12-
14 record. The Racer women
will be in the KWIC Tour-
nament this coming weeke-,d
Western Kentucky, which was
upset a week ago by the Lad!,
Racers, is expected to win the
state title.
Austin Peay 30 12-42
Murray State 37 28-65





will play an 11-game football
schedule next fall, opening
with Southeast Missouri at
Cape Girardeau, Sept. 3. The
Racers will play at Delta State
Sept. 10 before opening at
home Sept. 24 against Ten-
nessee Tech.
Only one new opponent is on
the schedule — Eastern
Illinois who replaces Western
Carolina. Eastern will be at
Murray Nov. 12. The
Homecoming game will be




Sept. 3, At Southeast .
Missouri, 8:00 p. m.
Sept. 10, At Delta State, 7:30
p.m.
Sept. 17, Open date
Sept. 24, Tennessee Tech at
Murray, 7:30 p. m.
Oct. 1, Morehead at Murry,
7:30 p. m.
Oct. 8, At UT-Martin, 7:30
p. m.
Oct. 15, At Middle Ten,
nessee, 1:30 p. m.
Oct. 22, At East Tennessee,
7:30 p. rn.
Oct. 29, Eastern Kentucky
at Murray, 2:00 p. m.
Nov. 5, Austin Peay at
Meer,ay, 1:30 p. m.
Nov. 12, Eastern Illinois at
Murray, 1:30 p. m.
Nov, 19, At Western Ken-
tucky, I:00 p. m.
Tennessee Upset By Georgia,




natiorially, has finally made it
to thehop of the Southeastern
Conference basketball race,
but the Wildcats' perch is
precarious.
Thanks to the lowly Georgia
Bulldogs, who upset seventh-
ranked Tennessee 83-76
Saturday night, the Vols
slipped from the top spot for
the first time all season as
Kentucky easily whipped No. 8
Alabama 85-70 to give the
Wildcats first place and a
clear shot at their 30th SEC
title.That shot comes Saturday
When . the Wildcats visit
Tennessee on regional
television.
"I'm not looking past
Monday night for anyone,"
says .Kentucky Coach Joe
Hall, whose squad is now 22-2
for the year, 14-1 in the con-





and close out the season next
Monday at Georgia.
To Coach Ray Mears of
Tennessee, the solution is
simple.
"We've now . got to beat
Kentucky at home for the
championship," he said of his
club which fell to 20-5 for the
season, 14-2 in the SEC. In
addition In -Kentucky, Ten-
nessee must face Vanderbilt
at home next Monday.
However, chances are good
that both Kentucky and
Tennessee will earn berths in
the NCAA tournament. But
the winner of Saturday's clash
will virtually clinch the SEC's
automatic NCAA berth in the
Mideast Regional at Louisiana
State, March 13. -
The regional semifinals and
finals will be held at Rupp
Arena, Kentucky's home court
the following week followed by
the national finals at the Omni
in Atlanta.
In other SEC action
Saturday, Louisiana State got
30 points from Kenny Higgs
and 24 from Gregg Cook in an
86-76 • victory at Auburn,
Florida clinched a kurth-
place tie with an 85-75 triumph
over Mississippi and Van-
derbilt ' edged Mississippi
State 68-66sasDicky Keffer hit
four free throws in the final
1:27.
Two injury-riddled Georgia
players, ,Wilter Daniels and
Curtis Jackn, came of' the
bench to combine for 11 points
in the closing minutes to
clinch the Bulldogs victory
after Tennessee had gotten to
within two points.
"We had too many people
who weren't concerned," said
Mears afterward. "Georgia
was ready and we weren't.
They played great basketball.
This Georgia team has real
talent. When they want to
play, they can play."
"It was a great victory for
us," said Georgia Coach John
Guthrie whose squad has
suffered thr ouglr a916 season,
and last place in the SEC with
a 3-13 record.
The upset ruined a 41-point
performance by Tennessee's
Bernard King, who added 15
rebounds. Freshman Jimmy
Daughtry led the Bulldogs
with 19 points, Dave Reavis
had 18, Daniels 14 and Jackson
James Lee dropped in two
dunks early-M the second half
to give Kentucky a 127point
edge over Alabama and the
Wildcats were4never headed
as they handed the Crimson
Tide its worst defeat in 105
• games. it also eliminated
Alabama, 11-4 in the SEC and
20-4 for the season, in its bid
for a fourth consecutive
league title.
It was Alabama's worst
defeat since an 88-69 loss to
North Carolina in the National__ _
Invitation Tournament in 1971:
Richard Clasper had 20
pointsas Florida trimmed Ole
Miss, despite a 39-point
'performance by the -Rebels'
John Billips. The Gators are
16-7 over-all and 9-6. Ole Miss
dropped to 10-15 and 4-12.
Carl Grain led a balanced
Vanderbilt attack with 14
points while Ray White topped
Mississippi State with 22
points.. Vandy and State are
each 5-10 in the SEC. The
Bulldogs are 13-11 overall and
the Commodores 9-14.
Tonight's schedule has
Mississippi State at Kentucky,
ISU at Florida, Alabama at
Vanderbilt and Mississippi at
Auburn. Tennessee and
Georgia are idle.
On Saturday Auburn is at
Alabama, Florida at
Mississippi State, Vanderbilt
at Georgia, ISU at Vississippi
and Kentucky at Tenlessee.
EMERGENCY LIQUIDATION
more price slashes
Everything is reduced so 
much
we're practically 












LAST CHANCE TO SAVE MONEY!
SdALE HOURS: 9:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M. MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
WILLIAMS FABRIC CENTER
MINERAL WELLS AVE • PARIS SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER • PARIS TENN • PHONE 642 7165
taIr.





,..ontrol conducted in the
Entomology Department of
UK's College of Agriculture,
has resulted in a different
_Iprnjulation use of a pesticide
that' reduces environmental
contamination.
The research was conducted
by Fred W. Knapp, professor
Lentomology in the depart-
lient, and Chad Nontapan, a
research assistant working oh
his doctorate in entomology.
It was found that a special
formulation of the pesticide,
Dimilin,„allows a slow release
ofe,the pesticide in water to
give a longer residual against
mosquito larvae.
Knapp said the research
also revealed that lower
dosages of the pesticide can be
used; the lesser requirements
for effective use in turn
reducing the environmental
contamination.
Begun three years ago, the
project findings are still only
based on laboratory tests, but
the indications are good that
the same results will be ob-
tained in field testing, Knapp
said.
The research has gained
recognition across the nation,
which brought a request for
Knapp to report on the fin-
dings at a meeting of the
American Mosquito Control
Association in New. Orleans,
March 27-30.
Hot dog consumption in
America amounts to about 75
a year for every man, woman




Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN.
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner - Bobby Meador, Mgr.
119 persons were served a 'country-ham-much-obliged-for7your-business-breakfase at the Holiday Inn Saturday
morning. The breakfast was hosted by the staff and employees of Purchase Equipment Co., Murray's International
dealer.
Controlling Gullies On Cropland
By ELLIS!). MORROW
The acreage of Calloway
County soils being used for
cropland has grown steadily
over the past years. Soil
erosion and the appearance of
cancerous gullies have grbwn
even more rapidly.
Having found no advantages
for and being well Aware of the
disadvantages of gullies,
Thomas Armstrong of Lynn
Grove and a cooperator of the
Calloway County Con-
servation District, does not
want those cussed gullies on
his-farm: When I -boitglit-Thia -
farm, I was buying soil,"
Armstrong stated, "so I
certainly want to keep what I
paid for." _ •
Uncontrolled gullies can
advance to 1,he point where
they cat up-F-144181nd drain
valuable nutrients from the
soil. The sediment from
eroding gullies is deposited on
bottom lands and may destroy
their value. Sediment trapped
in reservoirs and deposited in
stream channels creates an
Lime Spreaders
3 In Stock
Ready For The Field
- •
Try-al Chevy Full-Time 4-Wheel Drive
It delivers power to every wheel,
on or off the road.
Salesmen: Hugh Wright, J.H. Nix & Jan Dalton
economic loss. Gullies lower
the water table and rny drain
areas to the extent" at crop
production is redticed. The
cost oi maintenance of high-
Ways, railroads, pipelines,
and other public utilities is
increased by gully erosion.
Good conservation practices
such as waterways, diver-
sions, planned cropping
systems, no-till, and properly
manage crop ',residue will
control most gullies but in one
location Thomas Armstrong
needed something else.
 -had one spot-where- the
waterway emptied into the
creek that just kept washing
back into my field," Arm-
strong added. "When I -con-
tacted the Soil Conservation
Service, a rock chute Was
suggested as a way of son-
Warren Exhibits
Best Hog Carcass
The carcass of a 215-pound
hog. exhibited by Glenn
Warren, Hardin, was judged
the best of 63 animals entered
in the 17th annual West
Kentucky Barrow Show held
this week at Murray State
University.
When dressed, the animal,
which was judged in second
place in the adult lightweight
class in the on-foot com-
petition Tuesday, produced a
percentage of 67.56 in lean
meat.
Its carcass measured 30.9
inches with an average of 1.1
inches of backfat taken in
three measurements. Its loin
eye measurement was 8.2
square inches.
The animals were shown
and placed on foot at the
University's Laboratory
Farm before being taken to
Union City, Tenn., to be
processed and the carcasses
-graded. Winners were an-
nounced at a banquet at the
University Thursday night.
In second place was the
carcass of a 200-pound hog
entered by Joe Slack, Route 2,
Guthrie, and which placed
11th in the adult lightweight
class. Slack's animal
produced 64.13 per cent of lean
meat, had a carcass length of
30.2 inches, 1.4 inches of back-
fat and a 6.7-squate-inch loin
eye.
The third place award went
to Kevin McGary, Route 1.
Hickory, with a 200-pound
-_ entry which had been judged
8th in the youth lightweight
class in the 'Jn-foot com-
petition. McGat y's hog
dressed out with a 63.44 per
cent-of lean meat, and had a
carcass length of 32.7. Its
average backfat was 1.4 in-
ches and its loin eye measured
6.2 square inches.
The Grand Champion in the
on-foot judging, a 220-pound
animal entered by Bill Cooper,
Route 1, LaCenter, in the adult
lightweight class, finished
19th ii1 the carcass judging.
It dressed out with 57.72 per
cent of lean meat; a carcass
length of 30.9 inches, 1.5 in-
ches of backfat; and a loin eye
of 6.1 square inches.
The show is sponsored
annually by the University,
the Kentucky Department of
Agriculture, area vocational
agriculture teachers and the
Extension Service.
trolling the gully."
A rock chute was designed
and installed at this
troublesome spot and Arm-
strong had stopped part of his
investment from washing
away. Not to mention the fact
that he doesn't have to pull
half-way out in the field to get
around a cussed gully.
• To protect soil from erosion
and to hold as much of the rain
as possible in a place where
crops can use it, is a big part
of modern soil management.
"A good conservation plan put
into effect insures protection
against gullies," commented
Ellis Morrow, District Con-
servationist. "A system for
disposing of water is essential
to control the runoff and
erosion so that gullies will not
form."
Exhibit Planned At Show
A special educational
feature exhibit will be set up
by the University of Kentucky
Horticulture Department at
the 1977 Home, Garden and
Flower Show, scheduled
March 10-13 at the Kentucky
Fair and Exposition Center in
Louisville.
The display will carrya
theme depicting the im-
portance and role of soil in
plant growth, according to
lVfary Raze, UK extension
specialist in home hor-
ticulture.
Another facet of the exhibit
will be- a &Splay of "recom-
mended books" for
homeowners interested in
establishing a library dealing




be on hand during the four
days of the show to answer
questions about indoor and






We helped Bill improve his operation
... we'd like to help you, too. Come in
and talk. We'll listen.
You talk, we'll listen.
Jackson Purchase PCA
305 No. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 753-5602
Keys F. Keel - Field Office Manager





We Have Just Purchased a Large Quanti-
ty of 48 Inch Chain-Link Fence at an Ex-





48 inch chain-link fabric, 50' rolls
1 3 1 0. D.1op rail, 11' ft. lengths
1 5 8 0. D. x 5 ft. 6 in. linepost with cap
2/115 ft. 6 in. end post with fitting
11,215 ft. 6 in. corner post with fitting
Walk Gate with hardware for 48 in. fence























Our installation personnel have agreed to cut installation i
charge 25% while This material lasts. 1
' 1
NOTE: If Delivery Is Required There Will Be A
Slight Chao ge
BUY NOW AND SAVE



































ATLANTA, Ga. — The U. S.
' Department of Agriculture
-r0SDA-i-irasapproved a plan, 
develped during two years of
field trials, for innoculating
— adult female cattle with Strain.
19 vaccine in "problem"
brucellosis-infected herds
.herds in which standard
procedures for eliminating
infection have proved un-
successful. Examples could be
herds with chronic, long-
- tatisng inTeeffoti-or herd'i
experiencing exceptionally
rapid spread of the disease.
Under 'the approved plan,
irtult vaccination procedures
:nay be initiated With written
-of - state. and ladeeal
inimal health officials
Erectly responsible for
brucellesis eradication in the
state where the herd
located Animals so -vac-
cinated will be hot-branded
with the letters "AV" on the
right jaw and they, may move
only under permit to slaughter
or to a quarantined feedlot.
Meat from cattle
slaughtered because of
briicellosis is safe for human
consumption since the
disease-causing baeteria are
readily killed by normal
cooking temperatures. Also
the bacteria tend to con-
centrate in a cow's inedible
organs.
Dr. M. J. Tillery,
southeastern animal health
director for USDA's Animal
and Plant Health Inspection
Service, said guidelines for
the plan were developed in
.cooperation with members of
the- S. Animal -Health--
Association's brucellosis
Committee end state officials.
Dr. Tillery noted that these
guidelines will make the plan
available to problem herd
owners while assuring its
proper use.
The plan may not be used in
a herd longer than two years
and it may not be used in any P
of the 28 certified-free states
without approval of top state
and federal , authorities.
Special reporting procedures,
periodic testing and other
controls will- -help assute
proper use of the plan. "
During recent ysars, Strain
19 vaccine was strictly limited
to use on female calves, two to
six months of age for dairy
.bre4 and_ two to len months
of age for beef breeds. When
used on mature cattle, the
- regular dose stimulates a rise
in blood antibodies that tends
to persist, interfering with
routine blood testing detection
methods for. bruc.ellosis.
However, in herds approved
for adult vaccination, special
testing procedures and a .
reduced vaccine dosage will
be used.
Standard eradication
procedures call for testing
herds suspected of harboring
brucellosis and sending
reactor animals to slaughter.
The owner is paid an in-
demnity.
Brucellosis, also called
Bang's disease, is a con-
tagious disease of cattle and
other livestock, causing
abortions, a drop in milk
production and breeding
problems. It can be passed.,
from animals to humans,
-especially--these- who - work-
around infected livestock. The





YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE
IS APPRECIATED THANKS
Pcnr1 For By The Committee To E lec t Benny Jackson
OUR NEW
PHONE NUMBERS!
las of March 1)
623-6304
623-6305








Who can establish an IRA?
IRA's are available to any wage-earner. The
only requirement is that you not currently be a
participant Many other retirement plan.
Can my spouse establish one?
Your working spouse may establish a
separate IRA, too, provided he or she is not
currently a participant in an employer-
sponsored plan.
How do I start an account?
..-.0pening an Individual Retirement Account is
as easy as opening a savings account. Stop in and
one oil our officers Will gladly assist you. Or, if
you wish, call or write and the necessary forms
will be promptiv mailed to you.
Individual Retirement Accounts preset,/ en excellent opportunity
1 for you to sore for your own end your homily's fistericitel security We
would like the opportunity to discisss with yea, firttaand, how sack
on account might benefit you Why not get in tooth with us today.






RALEIGH, N. C. - To
help growers of flue-cured
tnheceo  _plan_their 1977 c
the U. S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) has,
announced details of. an up-




J. W. York, director of the
Tobacco Division of 'USDA's
Agricultural Marketing
Service AMS), said the
Market Review will provide a
profile of the 1976 flue-cured
Farm owners insurance was tbe topic of discussion for corp by grade eonippsition
the New Concord and Lynn Grove Adult Farmer Classes and price. As an aid in
on Monday, February 21 at the Murray Vocational (en- deterinining whether or not he
ter. Rasp Broach, left, and _Dan Shipley.sconducted tlys _should,. make „adlnattne _____ _
session. Broach is the -firm Bureau agent in Calloway '-Ris 'crop for next season, a
County. Shipley is associated with Murray Insurance tobacco grower may use the
Agency. review to compare his market
experience with the crop
average.
0111 191140111.111111111101110111,1111101111~6111/911111 1111141.11111191.1111111
(EDITOR'S NOTE—The following table was
published in the-Ja&.issue of Rural Kentuckian
Magazine and is-being used with perrnissiobr-
What To Do
In Case of Pesticide Poisoning
Step 1 C,a1 a ail suspected cases of 0,er-exposure especially if ssmptoms
are evidencing thenise,,,e, Instruct the physician avto the name of the mate al you were
using
Step 2 Maintain the respiration of ;he accident victim It respiration 0 *CO Or hes
ceased, tt, au'erM shoid h.f cleared of secretions .164 artitscraf i'espiratron begun as quickly
as possible Artifice, resuscitation should be continued withoat interruption urri; the
parn.r r. is able to carry on Anhout assistance
Step 3 Te,,minatior et erosure Remove clothing that may have been c„intartnated,
wash entire skin surface. etc
Step 4 Administration of antruote The nature of rhe porsu) ovill dictate the type and
amount nl antidote administered This shook! be dor mined by your physican and, if need
be, chec, though one of the Pcison Control jeers risted below
ASHLAND Kong's Daughter's Hospital,-2-201 Le • •n,,,on. Avenue,' Harry Ph f 'Ph , 16061
4/5-4401, Ext 291, aher 500 p rn ?,36
BEREA Porter , Moore D,U9 CfalApd,riv riardson. R Ph, i606i 986 3061, after
6 00 p m . 986-82'35 01186 3tiota -.--
FOHY THOMAS St Luki.'s.H ;al, 85 V.iin (,rand Paul +/aid R Ph, (6061
_441 6100_ La . „
HARLAN Daniel Bonne Cnrnr, Department or Pedial•ics Doane r .seher. MD, 16061
5734521. l.jt5 lO5t iveekends. 573 3E-0C
LEXINGTOro Cent,J, baptist Hosprcal 1 140 S L,oles-toneif reel, cai 1 beck R Ph , 16061
278 3411..1.2u 221_ 
LoursvitiE- Ottar•Ws 'Hospital, Depa•fime,t or Pediatrics, E 'Chestnut Street, -
Thomas Courtenay, MD . 5')? 'r82 1531 E ru 290
OWENSBORO Viareneburo-D.Ivress Lc Hospital, erliy 174 McKnight, R1 Ph_
15021683-3511. E.! lb efte,b0Opm,Eut 32
PADUCAH Wevein Baptist Htiscnt 2501-Kentucky A,renue .ctor C Wallace, N Ph,
15021 444.6461 Cut 221, alter 8 00 pm ia 234.
MURRAY Murray Call,tw..y C.ounts HosPital. Wdlard Alitt 5351SIC 
PA1NTSVILLE Hospri,a Pharmacy John K De n R Ph , Day ‘606
789 5368, inght /89 3724
PIKEVILLE lutettnxt,t Hosp.- 3.co s, nay 16061 437 6211-, night 437.6593'
PRESTONSBURG P,estonsbuiy Hi,spitol. Ronal° ;,hnson, R Ph , 1606
886 2310




"It's that time of year when
we start thinking about the
next barley tobacco crop,"
says Ira Massie, UK extension
tobacco specialist.
And that means "we have to
start thinking about the
tobacco beds," he said, urging
burley producers to be certain
to have the "tools . at hand
when yOu go to the tobacco
beds - tools that are necessary
to get the job done."
He listed the "tools" as
being seed, fertilizer, Elide,
Di-Syston, straw and a good
plant bed cover.
The next step is to piirthe
right amount of fertilizer on
the plant bed. He suggested 30-
50 pounds of "most any
analysis you have on the
farm," noting that some
producers "put a little fer-
tilizer on the bed and riike it in
after they take the plastic
cover off." The plastic cover
is placed.on.the-hed in the fill
when the ground is sterilized
‘: in preparation for the planting
of the plant bed in the spring,
"There's nothing- wrong
with raking in the fertilizer,
but be sure to topdress fer-
tilizer with the seed when you
sow it," he advised.
- Massie said he preferred to
mix the seed with the fertilizer
— about 20-25 pounds of fer-
tilizer , with -- two' level
teaspoons of seed to each 100
by nine foot bed.
After the seed is,sown, he
said Enide should be applied
, to the bed to "take care of any
white clover that might be left
and that you didn't get in the
weed control." -
An application of Di-Siston
is the next step to kill any.
insects that might remain.
"Insects are always a
problem — and Di-Syston is
necessary to get rid of them,"
Massie said. -- -
He urged a light covering of
straw on the bed. "It doesn't
take a lots — .I'd say 25-a5
•
pounds. So many people are
not aware of the advantage of
using straw. It will do a good
job in keeping the plant bed
cover up off the ground."
Massie said. He urged the use
of clean straw and reap-
mended that a bale of straw
should be put out now, allowed
to get "good and wet" to let
any seeds in the bale to
become pliable. "The ci:4-Y
you're going to seed your bed,
roll that straw pp, put it into a
piece of plastic and turn a can
of Methyl Bromide loose with
it. This is a good companion
because your gong to kill out
the weed seeds."
The final step is placing a
cover On the plant bed.
Massie said there is the
traditional cotton 'cover that
has been used for years — and
this year there are two syn-
thetic covers available, one
made of nylon and the other of
polyester.
The nylon cover has been
available for about four years
— but the polyester cover is
, brand new,1 , •
Both 'synthetic covers were
describe d as being thin and
fragile, "but if you handle
them accor,ilng to instructions
you're . go to get good
results." Both were said "to
bring on plants in a hurry,"
holding Moisture and heat
very well. Users of the- syn-
' thetic covers were warned not
to stretch them too tightly and
to peg them down well — and
to use straw to keep the covers
off tbe ground to allow the
plants to grow well and not
"rub out!"
Massie also warned that in
using the,4nythetic covers the
beds should not be seeded
before 60 clays prior to tran-
splanting time, due to rapid
growth. under the' nylon and
-Dblyester covers. "Most of us
in Central Kentucky db-- not
want to go into the field to'i
transplant before May 25-28 —
so that means an April 1
seeding date," Massie said,
adding that those dates may
vary in other areas.
In 1976, USDA inspectors
placed 43 per cent of the 1.3
— B4F, B4K, B3F, B4KM,
P5K, X4F, P4F, P5F, B5F mist
ES4KF. Grad47,114F- alone *-
counted for almost 10 per cent
of the total crop.
York pointed out that in'
considering grade com-
position, it is significant that
the precentages of tobacco
sold at auction placed in
grades denoting ripe and
mature tobacco has risen
from 50 per cent in 1964 to
almost 80 -per cent in recent
years.
During the-476' flue-cured
• Atason,LISDA inspect_ ds,
a revised set of standard
grades to more accurately
describe tobacco currently
being offered for sale. Several
grades were combined, some
were eliminated, and a mixed
group was added — reducing
the number of authorized
grades from 162 to 140.
The new mixed group
consists of tobacco from three
or more groups or from two
distinctly different groups.
The new group made up a very
small percentage of total
volume less than one per
'cent in any type — but the
percentage of the group laced
under loan with the Flue-
Cured Tobacco Cooperative
Stabilization Corporation
ranged from 20 to 40 per cent
by type.
Receipts of the stabilization
Corporation by grade groups
varied widely by types during
the 1974 season. In types 14
and _LI, only_5per_ rent nf  __B
grades. were placed under
loath-compared to. 14 per cent
in type 12 and 30 per cent in
type 11. The percentages
taken by the Cooperative in X.
P and N grades ranged from
A Consumer Tip ,
from Extension Specialists at
the UK Comps of A.ricuitur•
When °trying tre-sh' tisi,
look tut ones v.itti bright.
Lleai es v.hich lita pro
t,ude slightl. As iisn be-
comes stale, the eves become
cloud) and sunken
..•
Be a good customer, don't
pinch and squeeze. Rough
handling of fruits and vege•
sables causes spoilage and lost
trulft careless -trandlifig. This
freqiienth;, iesults in higher
prices.
30 per cent in type 14 to 40 and mature tobacco. However, the
50 per cent in types 11 and-It -volume of exports has
t years- -
Division officials said a and no increase is expected
:ombination of poorer quality during 1977.
tobaeeo—and a- decline 'at--
demandby buyers accounted -
for this-shift.
; According to the report, 40
per cent of the ,flue-curedcrop
is e xpor t ed( -2o foreign
customers who prefer ripe and
"the 1976 T'Flii-e-tured
Tobacco Market 'Review" will
be available in March. Copies
may be obtained upon request
to the Tobacco Division, AMS,
USDA, P. 0. Bo: 27846,
Raleigh, N. C. 27611.
Farmowners
NC Shield for .you too







Blending soybeans is a science. It . takes just the
right combination of yield potential, disease resist-
ance-arid maturities to come up with a blend that will
perform dependably under a variety .ordisease and
weather conditions.
• Each of the seven different Multivar blends is a
precise combination of soybeans of similar matu-
rity that will produce the highest_yields under your
conditions.
Because each Multivar Brand is blended to meet
the widest possible range of problems, they'll help
you get the most cash potential out of your invest-
ment in time, money and labor.
That's why they're called your
"two-listed moneymakers."
There's a Multivar blend suit- 11%1C
ed to this maturity zone. Let me




Harold Jones, Mgr. 753-5522
It's International 4-Wheel drive trade-up time!
Come in and let us
show you what In-
ternational's big
4366 4-wheel drive
tractor can mean to
you and your farming
operation. It may not
be right for
everybody but it, just




Hwy. 94E Phone 753-1215
 Amessommumla






tit rell , 753-4505
KAY
Sonya
WOULD LIKE TO start
car pool with person









bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from arty
size Into any size-
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South lah,
753-0035. Free parking
lot,. 11.5e our rear en-
trance.
DO Y-OU'blieve the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word" Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753-





you to bring your
Volksw:agon, Porsche,







take too seriously what
Jay Diamond, WKYQ
morning personality,
says on the radio during
his show 5 a.m.-10 a.m.
Unfortunately, Jay
sometimes gets carried
away and says things he
shouldn't. The fact that
ftre country music
association in Nashville
last year voted him
America's leading
country disc jockey is no
re-ison for him to think
he can expound on..
anything, but he does'
anyway. Two good
features about his show
are Howard Cosell at
7:25 a.m.. and Paul
Harvey at 7:30 a.m.
WKYQ-FM9 3. The
station Murray has been
waiting for (except
maybe not Jay
Diamond, but you have
to take the bad with the
good).
NANCY














weekend at Ky. Lake
Music Barn. Come join
the fun and be a winner.
For information call 502-
436-8806.
GRAPEFRUIT PILL"




lose weight. At your
drugstore.
WHAT WE DO best is
care. Needline, 753-6333.
4. In Memory
IN LOVING memory of
Rufus and Effie Bean,
who passed away Feb.
27, ten years ago today
and one year ago today.
Well, I had a Great
Grandma, sweet as
spice, but Feb. 27 it
didn't turn out nice.
It's been a year ago since
that day when my Great
Grandma passed away.
When she was living we
thought of her dear and
accepted her death
without any fear.
Ten years ago to the day
my beloved Great
Grandad passed sway.
I was too young To ever
know but they still




5. Lost And Found
LOST TWO year old black
Doberman Pinscher off
Highway 732. Chain
choke collar. Answers to
Max. Call 436-5414.
Reward.




night the 18th. Please





ts - you'll find you
never looked so good.
- No- -experience
necessary. Call 753-





LADIES - Would you like
a private home fashion
showing and reCeive.
tree fashions or a part
time job with high
earnings? Call 1-247-




Wanted - women looking
for exciting and
rewarding career in the
decorating field. No
experience necessary.
We train high school
graduates. Part time or









care of 5 year old and








envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
BARYSITTER wanted in
or around Hazel, Ky.
Call 492-8849.
"WHEN THE PRESIDENT TOW US TO
GO HOME NIGHTS AND BE WITH
TliE FAMILY, HE DIDN'T' MEAN '11-05.11
6. Help Wanted
'NEED-1'0UB- people,.
men or women for sales
and service. $175 per
week plus commission,
plus fringe benefits. Call
753-0359.
INTERVIEWERS
wanted for part time
telephone survey work,
not a selling job. Give
phone number, must
have a private line. Mail
letter including
education, work ex-

















person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If in-
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(Thin 4s,00r a 14.,woch,
FOR FREE BP'"),'HUIRE call
TOLL. FREE , 613 ',596




North Little Aoki,. Ark
13 For Sale (Jr I rade
1969 10 x 50 BUDDY
mobile home. Will
consider taking car,
truck or van on trade.
,Call 753-6763.
14. Want To Buy
COINS AMERICAN anet
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
WILL BUY Standing
timber. Large or small
tracks. Top prices paid.
Up to $400 per thousand
b.f. for clear white oak
20" and above. Pay cash
or work on shares. Will






Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.







TOBACCO STICKS , fob'





exclusive dealer in West -
Ky. and Tenn. for new
Nautilus Super detec-




sizes, all densities. Nit
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue, 753-6767.
REFRIGERATOR, 30"
and 39" electric stove,
30': and 36" gas stove,
large and small gas
heater, '17' freezer, 15"
radial tires, ceramic
tile, small wQrad barrel,
milk can, tire chain,
hearing aid, hip boot,
stereo, radio, bell rack.;
electric motor, kitchen
sink, camper mirror,




rick elivered. Call 437-
4731 or 437-4346.
15. Articles For Sale
EAR CORN FOR SALE.
Call 753-8767.
PENTA TREATED














tables with all equip-
ment delivered and set
up, $650. Six models on
display. Many other
available. Quick
delivery. Call. for ap-.
pointment 901-686-1177.
SALE - CHAINSAW
chains, 3s" or 404 pitch. •
Enough for , 12" bar,




(3)UCH, CHAIR, and love
seat. Two end tables and
coffee table. $150. 23"
color console, $125.
Stereo, $100. All in good
condition. Call 4,37-4155.
KIRKSEY USED fur-








500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase 01 Kery
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your





lift type, perfect con-
dition. Call 436-5870.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444-6865, ,
Paducah', Ky.
7000 FORD TRACTOR,
one year old, 375 hours.
Sharp. Call 435-4520.
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for spring. Agri-




-engine; 10 speed. road.
ranger transmission,
new paint. $3500 or best
offer. Call 436-5353.
D-6 DOZER, good engine,
good under-carriage.
Looks good. $3500.or




345-2633 for Farm Fan










The Famous Green Box.
__Like new, _Call 7534148
after 3:30 p.m.
P2 H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35h. p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.
16' SWISS Six ski boat. 90
h. p. Johnson, trailer,
skis and all gear. $1100.



























made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
















buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 753-
-9647.
135 TRACTOR, looks like'
new. Kenmore sewing
machine, and cabinet
with all the at-
tachments. Wheaton
light with hard hat, coon
hunters special. Call 753-
6040.
Less than $9000! With one acre located south of Murray
is this newly painted 1'1 story frame. living room, dining
room, kitchen and 2 bedrooms, paneled, partially car-
peted_.Owner leaving state.
Make Money By Saving!,
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2_ How can you save money?
Ans. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of March to sell all those items
you have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of March. Every fourth day your
classified ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad
every fourth day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you
are a regular customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for Mar-
ch vou will automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;
The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No ch4nges will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
















S. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the ,advantage of advertising in the most well read
sectioi, of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
• of advertising you decide to do.
TAKE ADVANTAGE Of THIS SALE AND SAVE:
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26. Pi Radio
NEW 23 CHANNEL CB
radios. Full power, full
modulation, fully
guaranteed. $47.88.
__Antennas, trunk or roof_




You save more at our
liquidation store.
TV SALE. Drive to cube
and save. We have the





27. Mobile Home Sales
1973 TOWNHOUSE, 12
I 72,2 bedrooms, 1 bath,
living room, den with
"har-Mr-elettrft,-fttlly
carpeted. Call 436-5455.
10 x 50 TWO BEDROOM,
set up. Furnished, with
air and underpinned.
$2500. Call 753-3847.





mobile home 10 x 56, 3
bedroom furnished. Call
753-5287.
11174 NEW MOON mobile
home, 12 x 70, all
electric, 134 bath. Call
753-4548 after 5 p.m.
1969 HOUSE TRAILER,
12 x 65. Call 753-7490.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED apartment,
1 block from campus.





furnished. 213 Elm. Call
436-2610 or 898-3216.
TWO BEDROOM fur-
-dished brick. $150 a
month i Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
D1 m. M-F 
33. Rooms For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.




Pine Bluff Shores.- No
children or pets.
References required,





carpeted. No pets. $200.
Call 753-3942.
FIVE ROOM house for 2
people. No pets". Good
references. Call 753-
7449.
36. For Rent Or lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
MOBILE HOMES and 1Iayfield,.2500 sq. ft-
mobile home space's for Call 
Dal Boyd, 1-247-2833:
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 -x 70 3
--- -bedroom mobile home,
. electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
,well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.









puppies, *1 male and 2




1976 Tax Books will
Close on March 30
in preparation for





Salaried position. Bonus Plan, Company Paid In-
surance.
Apply In Person Only To
See Richard Parker
SHERIFF'S SALE
THE COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CIVIL ACTION NO. 5247-76
WILLIAM H. CULLOP, PLAINTIFF,
VS
MS. JEANE E. RAY, DEFENDANT
NOTICE OF SAL'
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of.r.Sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court, rendered on the 16th day of
December 1976, in the above cause, for the payment
of a Default Judgment in the amount of $1,029.00
with interest at the rate of eight (8.) percent until
paid, and its costs therein, I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the William Cullop farm, Route 3,
Murray, Kentucky, on the Kirkridge Road, to the
highest bidder at public auction on the 3rd day of
March 1977 at 1:00 p. m. or thereabout, the following
described personal property, to-wit:
Amigo Starr, a Pacer Bay Horse out of Lumberjack
and Lucy Jane. Amigo Starr is listed in the Registry
Book Volume 49 and tattooed with thg manber 30278.
For the purchase price the purchaser must be
prepared to pay cash and lake immediate
possession of the property. Buyers will be prepared














town. Will consider best
offer before March 7.
Call 753-9710 after 3 p.m.
LOTS - LOTS - LOTS -
We still have several
desirable lots left in
Westwood Subdivision.
Paving; city water and
sewer included in price
of lots,. Prices start at
43 Real Esiatt
JUST ON THE Market -1'
80 acres - 30 in corn this
past season with
potential of 18 more
being tillable. 3 bedroom
frame home built in 1969
with central heat,
commercial Well. Less
than $400 an acre... We
also have a country
home with 2 bedrooms
with _Potential. of_
bedrooms, has been well
maintained with ap- 1968 CADILLAC Coupe
pliances and carpeting DeVille. All power,
temperature control.VI acres with pony lot,
strawberry patch and _Everything works good
and has good tire.fruit trees. Ideal for ,
ybung marrieds or $950.00. 177,_3_._54-6217.
Priced _
listing. Loretta Jobs van, mag whe Is, 0
1963 FORD custoCzedteens...Exclusive





Only 1500 miles. Call
after 4 p. m. 753-3143.







BARGAIN PRICED on a
good home on a quiet
residential street. Horne
is well constructed and
insulated. 2 bedrooms,
bath, living room and
kitchen. Also outside
storage building. Priced
at only $12,750.00. Don't
delay. Call us today on





central part of town.
Has been recently
redecorated inside and
painted on the outside.
Ideal for a retired
couple or young couple
just starting
housekeeping-Priced
under $10,000.00. John C.
°Neubauer, Realtor,' 605
Main Street, Phone 753-
0101 or 753-5921.
REALTORS.'




Forest has 2 lovely
baths, dining room with
beautiful chandelier,
family room with
fireplace, wall to wall
carpet in all rooms,
built-in kitchen with one
Wall brick. Central heat
and air, attached
garage, large utility
room which could tie
used as study. Priced in
30's. Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.




ESTATE, 105 N. 12th, is
a progressive real estate
firm offering
professional and ethical
services. Call one of our
qualified, experienced









Honda 550 four with
.wiridjamme. Call 753-
2226.
49 Lked & 'WAS
appreciate. Call 492-
.441. -
44. Lots For Sale
LOT FOR SALE in
Gatesborough. Call 753-
8448.
45 Farms For Sale
10 ACRE FARM for sale.
Four miles South on-121.
Three bedroom stucco
house, stock barn, hog
parlor, all under hog
fence. Call 753-0978 if
interested.
46 Homes For Sale
BUY DIRECT from
owner and save. Cir.'
carama Subdivision,
large 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
living-dining room,















TWO ACRE LOT with 4
room house plus a 1967
12 x 64, two bedroom
trailer. Call 492-8746. -
BY OWNER -3 bedroom,
attached garage, garden
spot, apple trees, shade
trees on 641 South. Will,





ft. living spare. Phone
753-7857.
47. Motorcycles
1973 YAMAHA 750, good
condition. New engine,
new pipes, new front
tire. Call 436-2672 ask for
Roger. --- •
1975 ELECTRIC mini-
bike. Ride day for
pennies. Charge
- overnight. Ideal-for
commuting to town or to
classes. Priced to sell.
AUCTION SALE
Wednesday, March the 2nd 10 a.m. on Highway,
121 in Coldwater, Ky.. Bazzell's Market and
General Store has changed hands. The new
owners are selling all the surplus stock at auc-
tion. Large building piled full, will be sold by -
item, box full or lot. Hardware, bolts, clevis,
chains, hand and garden tools, plumbing, wiring,
electric, appliances, lamps, odd furniture,.
clothes, shoes, boots, radios, TV, blankets
linens, glass and china, antiques, toys, cast iron
items, stoneware. It would be impossible to list
all- of it. In ease of rain sale will be held the
following Friday.
„ For information call'











1952G. M. C. PANEL
truck, Good motor, good
tires, needs pressure
plate, $150.00. Phone 753-
7777 after 4 p. m
1968 CHEVY PICKUP 6
cyl. straight shift, with
tool box. Low miles in
good condition. $875e00.
Phone 354-6217.
1957 FORD PICKUP with
camper, $295. 1968 Ford
LTD, $350. Call 489-2595.
1972 BUICK SYKLARK,
low mileage, sharp. Call
489-2462.
1972 K-513LAZER 4 wheel
drive. $2900. Call 489-
2570.
1976 GMC 34 ton. Heavy
Duty springs and tires.
-Must -set -Best offer-7
49. Used Cars S. Trucks
1975 CUTLASS Sup.vaie,
2 door coupe, 24000
miles. Power windows,,
door locks, trunk locks,
AM-FM tape. Cruise
control, $4200 firm. Call
753-8730 or if no answer,
753-6965.
1974 FORD 150, 4 wheel
drive, red with power
steering and brakes.
Ca114928269 after 6 p.m.
50 Campri,




Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
ls CAMPER sieeps
four, contact. Gunner








TRICIAN and _ gas in-
stallation wilL do
nlumbing Aeating _and






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
fOr free estimates.
DRIVEWAYS white
rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
753-8381.
Call 753-4716. FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK and backhoe
.1972 DA-TSUN truck. - work -needs -call John




25 mpg. Very good





dition. $1250. Call 489-
2156 or 767-4745 after 5 p.
1976 Bt_ 1CK REGAL
Landau sport coupe.
Like new. Sport wheels,
stereo tape player, air,
power, white wall steel
radials Bought new by
owner. 1.ot of other
elates. Call 753-6784.
L_
1970 V. W. Beetle, AM-FM
icassette, low 'Miles.
Excellent condition.
Extra nice $1,000. Call
753-8216
1969 FORD *IORINO GT,






Four door. 34,000 actual




factory 426 berm engine.
Four speed tran-
smission. 411 Daina
Super 60 rear end power
• disc brakes, AM-FM
radio, factory mags. Car
has just been rebuilt but
still needs some work.




extra clean. Has air and
-aotoniatic transmission
and mag-- wheels. If
interested call 753-6564
1975 CHEVROLET 4
wheel drive. Short wheel
base, power steering
and brakes. Black with
maroon , interior. Call
489-2737 after 5 p.m.




pickup, 32,000 miles, V-8
automatic,' power
steering, power brakei'..
See at 703 "Sou* WI
SCeet.
INDND PAPER
hanging, interior • or




WILL DO inside or out-




CARPET LAID at $1.25
per yard. Expert work-
manship. Guaranteed, 6
months. Call Ray 436-
2124 or Bob 436-2415
DRIVEWAYS. WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
n xi' a er
P. In.
EXPERT - BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to--complete-











SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for









struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.














And return completed -








replacement for homes -

















Seers save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor








Jim Adams Food liners
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN prompt ef-
ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 7534)605: ,
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.





firewood, land clearing,..._ _
carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
SALE: KIRBY Carpet
- Care.- -Stearn -eleart-orre-- -
room at 8 cents per sq.
ft. and we will clean the
hallway free, limit 4 x
10. A 10_ „mom_




bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
53. Feed And Seed
JAP SEED. Call 435-4426,
Terrell Tidwell. .
54 Free Column
FREE - HALF grown
persian cat. Black and
white. Female. Sweet
and loving. Call 753-3535
after 5:00.
Sheriff 's Sole
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky
Calloway Circuit Court
Civil Action No. 5246-76
William H. Cullop, Plain(iff, vs Robert A. Hayes
and Ralph R. Coker, Defendants.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a  Judgment and Order of Sale of 
the Calloway Circuit Court, rendered on the 16th
day of December 1976, in the above cause, and
for the payment of a Default Judgment in the
amount of $1,933.25 with interest at the rate of-
eight (8%) per cent until paid, and its costs
therein, I shall proceed to offer for sale at the
Cullop farm, Route 3,Murray, Ken-
tucky, on the Kirkii4e Road, to the highest bid-
der at public auction on the 3rd day of March
1977 at 1:00 p.m. or thereabout, the following
described personal property, to-wit: Castle
Comb, a pacer brown mare out of Freddy Dor-
wood and /Cik-Kwik Castle. Castle Comb is listed
in the Ftegistery rook Volume 60 and tattooed
with the number 8005J.
For the purchase price the purchaser must be
prepared to pay cash and take immediate
possession of the property. Buyers will be






Thu- alphabetized patte will run week'? - - clip it from





















or%pla. e Anderson Elec-
Mon.-Sat. tric Inc.
6 00 o to 6 00p rn
































































Residences. c urri -
mercraF Cinvasing,




Nouse garden moo sewer
power and ,OncrPte tOOil and
ett
753-5703
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Deaths and Funerals 
Services Are Today
For Mrs. 'Kline
The funeral services for
Mrs. G. A. ( Winnie H.) Kline
are being held today at two
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Harry
Yates officiating and the
Warren Quartet providing the
music.
Serving as pallbearers are
Jerry, Carl, and Dennis Kline,
J. R. Smith, Tommy Parker,
and Randall Patterson. Burial
will follow in the McCuiston
Cemetery.
Mrs. Kline, age 73, died
Saturday . at two a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
)f the New Mt. Carmel Baptist
('hurch. Born November 10,
1903, in Henry County, Tn., she
was the daughter_ of the late
Frank Willoughby and Annar
Shackleford Willoughby. One
son, Wildie Sherman Kline,
' died Dectatibert, '19507- —
The Calloway woman is
survived by her husband, G.
A. Kline, Murray Route Four,
to whom she was married
August 4, 1923; one son, Paul
Kline, four grandchildren,
Jerry, Dennis, Carl, and
Paula Kline: and two great
grandchildren, Corey and
Amy Kline, Hazel Park,
Mich.; two sisters, Mrs.
Dewey (Addic) Crass, 1664
Ryan- Avenue, Murray, and
Mrs. Everett (011ie) Massey,
221 South Ilth Street, Murray;






Final rites for Carrol
Farmer of 309 North Fourth
Street, Murray, were held at
the _graveside _at_ the Murray
City Cemetery on Saturday at
ten a.m. with the Rev. Dr.
James A. Fisher officiating.
Pallbearers were Bernice
Wisehart, Harvey Ellis, Fred
Furches, Steve Hamrick,
Grant Stiles, and John Ed
Johnson. The Max Churchill
Funeral Home had charge of
the arrangements.
Mr. Farmer, a retired
electrician and former owner
of the West Kentucky Electric
Company, died Thursday at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Zela Steele Farmer,
Murray; one son, Mike
Farmer and wife, Anne, and
three granddaughters, Jackie,




Dead At Age Of 71
Jesse Hamilton died Friday
at St. Mary's Hospital,
Chicago, Ill. He was 71 and a
retired factory worker.
Survivors include one son,
Harold Hamilton: and one
sister, Mra, Minnie Winsett,
both of Chicago, Ill.; three
brothers, Julius Hamilton,
Buchanan, Tn., and Luther
and Albert Hamilton, Chicago,
Ill.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at LeDon
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tn., with burial to




At The Age Of 48
Mrs. Carl (Helen) Gillespie
of Murray Route Five died
suddenly Saturday at 7:25
p.m, at her home. She was 48
years of age and her death
was due to an apparent heart
attack.
The deceased was a former
secretary for the Bell
Telephone Company. She and
her husband, Carl, who sur-
vives, had been living in the
Crarmit. Hollow ar_ea_ _of
Kentucky Lake for about one
year since his retirement at
his work in Muncie, Ind.
Mrs. Gillespie was a
member of_ the Mitchell
Baptist Church, Mitchell, Ind.
Born April 24, 1928, in Indiana,
she was the daughter of the
late Len Swartz and Chelsie
Premington Swartz.
_ Survivors._ _include hes
husband, Carl Gillespie,
Murray Route Five; one
sister, Mrs. Margaret Mc-
Mullen, and three brothers,
Gordon, Russell, and Donnie
Swartz, all of Muncie, Ind.
Funeral and burial services
will be held in Muncie, Ind.,
with the Parsons Mortuary
there in charge of the
arrangements. The Max
Churchill Funeral Home had
charge of the arrangements
Jim Fowler, former associate producer of the TV aeries_
"Wild Kingdom," was the feature&speaker at the eighth
annual Eagle Weekend 1977 at Lake Barkley State Resort
Park, February 18-20. More than 300 people attended
the weekend activities and approximately 30 eagles
were spotted during field trips to Land Between The
Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee. Fowler presented
two lectures on "An Exhibition of Live Birds of Prey" and
"Harpy Eagle — Flying Wolf of the Amazon."
Girl Scout Bear Creek Council
here *Reports On Stand, ERA Policy
Funeral Held Here
For L L Roby
The funeral for L. L. Roby
who died suddenly Friday at
ten a.m. at his home at New
Concord. was held Sunday at
two p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. Billy
Gallimore officiating and Mrs.
Otto Erwin and Mrs. L. D.
Cook, Jr., providing the
music.
Serving as pallbearers were
his Sons and stepsons with
buriar in the McCuiston
Cemetery‘ _
Mr. Roby was a retired
foreman - for a bridge con-
struction firm in Memphis,
Tn., and had resided here
since 1970. Born April 2, 1911,
in Dallas, Texas, he was the
son of the late Hosea P. Roby
and Florence Massengill
Roby.
Survivors are his wife,
Lorene, New Concord;
daughter, Mrs. Bobby
(Ramona Jean) Bay, Mem-
phis, Tn.; four sons, -lance
Wayne Roby and Ralph Lane
Roby, Memphis, Tn., Billy
Dwayne Roby, Ridgeland,
Miss., and Larry Lemuel
Roby, New Concord; two step
sons, David Lee Yielder,
Country Club Hills, Ill., and
Robert Alford, Mt. Vernon,
Ohio; sister, Mrs. Opal
Edgeworth, Tupelo, Miss.;




Federal State Market News Service
FOtruary 28,197
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1710 Est. 500 Barrows &
Guts .50-.75 lower Sows .50 lower
US 1-2 200-2301bs $39.00-39.25
US 1-3 200-240 lbs 138.75-39.00
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $38.00-38.75
US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $37.00-38.00
Sows
US 1-2 270.350 Ito 832.50-33.00
US 1-3 300-450 lbs.  832.50-33.00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs. $33.00-33.50 few 34.00






The Bolshevik ronattalon in 1917 fathered the birth of
Communism In the years since, Communist regimes
have always managed to muster crowds on an-
niversaries to celebrate the birth of the most
terroristic monster in the history of man. In sheer
numbers, the manipulated, mob-minded, emotion-led
converts to Communism have outstripped., but have
not outclassed democratic society.
.The dignity of a democratic, Christian inspired
society has not only survived, it has grown. Church af-
filiation has increased steadily through the years. But
not nearly enough. Church attendance has had its ups
and downs. Larger attendance is seen in worrisome
times, less attendance in better times. Complacency
seems to be a fault of Christian people. It seems sen-
sible to ask what would happen if complacency was
conquered...
Think about it this way.. If each of the 12 disciples
had won ONLY ONE convert a year, and if each con-
vert in turn had converted just ONE more person, and
if this mathematical doubling increase had continued
thru these- 1900 plus years, EVERYBODY on earth
would have long ago been Christians!...
J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 South 3rd
753-2411
The board of directors of the
Bear Creek Girl Scouts
Council has adopted a "hands
off" policy regarding the
controversial Equal Rights
Amendment and will take no
stand on tile matter.
The board has issued the
following statement, approved
during the February meeting,
in response to the many
questions directed to its
members: •
-The Board of Directors of
the Bear Creek Girl Scouts
Council takes no position with
regard to the Equal Rights
Amendment or any other
Dr. 1.i'r-ry Salmon
Makes Presentation
Dr. Larry Salmon, assistant
profesior of special education
at Murray State University,
was 'invited to make a
presentation at a national
Right to Read meeting in
Washington, D. C., Monday,
Feb. 213.
Salmon, who joined the
faculty at Murray State in
1975, addressed Right to Read
project directors at the pre-




He is the Right to Re• d





A workshop entitled "World
Hunger — What Can We Do?"
is scheduled at the United
Campus Ministry (UCM) at
Murray State University on
Wednesday, March 2, from
12:30 to 3 p. m.
Sponsored jointly by the
UCM and the Center for
Continuing Education at
Murray State, the workshop
will include a- panel presen-
tation at the luncheon hour
from 12:30 to 1:30 p. m.
providing varying per-
spectives on the issues.
Featured on the panel will be:
Dr. James Thompson, Dr.
Brenda Hankinson, Dr. Daniel
Cooke, Dr. K. M. George, and
Dr. Gil Mathis, all members of
the faculty at Murray State,
and the Rev. Rick Kirchoff,
representing Bread for the




will explore various at-
titudinal and action response
alternatives for persons in our
immediate community and
region. The workshop is open
to the public.
Continuing Education Units
(CEUs) are available for'a $2
registration fee. The only
other charge is $1.25 for the
luncheon, International
students at Murray State are
inytted to the luncheon at no
charge as special guests. '
Anyone wishing further
information may call Bill
Porter or Fred Morton althe
UCM 1753-3531).
political or social question,
believing these matters should
be left to the individual con-
science.
"The board members wish
it known that the council's
funds and all cookie safe
profits are retained within the
council.
"The national headquarters
recent policy statement in
support of ERA clearly points
out that the policy is not
binding on local councils."
Several board members
said many people are con-
cerned that their contributions
to the council or their pur-
chase of- Girl Scout cookita
will go toward support of the
national headquarters' policy.
Administrative.' workers
also report that letters have.
been received at the council
office questioning the coun-
cil's stand and possible
financial support of the
national policy, with local
funds.
Debaters To Be On
MSU Campus
' Debaters from Murray
State University will host a
team from Western Kentucky
Kentucky University on
Tuesday; March 1. Murray
will take the affirmative side
of the question "Should the
Federal Government
strengthen guarantees of
consumer product safety?" in
the debate to begin at 7 p. m.
in the Student Center
auditorium.
Laurie Beatty and Rebecca
Sams, both Murray
sophomores, will represent
Murray State...They won the
novice debate division of the
Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament in .November.
Western will be represented
by Jim Thomas of Bawling
Green, a senior political
science major, and John
Butchko a Lakeside, Ohio, a
senior religion major.
The two schools clashed in
the first of the home-and-home
debate exchange in Grise
Auditorium on the Western
campus Feb. 22, with Western
on the affirmative side.
Debate coaches at each
school, Larry Caillouett of
Western and Robert Valentine
of Murray, have indicated'that
such exchange debates will
become a regular feature of
their respective programs.
Valentine said the innovation
is an important new direction
for the debate programs on
both carripuses.
"We are trying to' show our
campus that debate is more
than bright student; taking off
to tournaments every other
weekend," Valentine added.
"We can entertain and inform
many people right at home
and we intend to do just that."
Murray State won the OVC
debate championship this
year and Western took 'high
honors in -the Barkley Tour-
nament on the Murray.State
campus. • '
The Murray-Western
debates are open to the public
at n0 admission charge.






estimated $700 million a year
on nonprescription or over-
the-counter cold remedies.
In an effort to discover
which medicines — if any —
really work, the Food and
Drug Atirftirtistration-set tIlra
panel of nongovernment
experts who studied the labels cold.
of cold, cough, allergy,
bronchodilator and anti-
asthmatic drug products.
Their findings echqed what
many people had been saying
for years: none of the non-
prescription products will
-prevent, cure or even shorten
the course of the common
Carter Aides Looking
To Eliminate Agencies
WASHINGTON (Ap) — Just
as Jimmy Carter promised
during his election campaign,
top aides Ware looking at the
government agencies at-
tached to the White House to
_determine, which can- be
eliminated.
According to one White
House aide, if an agency
doesn't deal with the
President daily, its chances of
surviving the Carter review
are dimmed. -
One of the agencies is the 41-
member White House Office of
Telecommunications Policy.
Its staff members, tucked
away in a high-rise Office two
blocks from the White House,
Watch. .
(Continued from Page 1)
Aurora is a non-
incorporated community and
therefore does not have any
police protection except for
state and county law officials.
Lile, who owns a real estate
firm, said earlier that
businesses have increased 150
say that only recently have
they had frequent contact with
the President's office.
Richard Nixon established
the agency. Its original
director, Clay Whitehead;





Recently, however, it has
been quietly considering such
topics as electronic com-
munications policies, ex-
pansion of television broad-,
casting, home computers and
the electronic transfer of
funds by banks.
"All of the futuristic
discussions of what
tomorrow's household is going
to be like come out of this
office," said Ronald Eisen-
berg, a staff member there.
Two years ago then-
President Gerald Ford con-
sidered transferring the_ _of-
fice's duties to the Commerce
Department or making it an
independent agency. But he
decided to leave It alone.
Eisenberg and White House
persent in the last fiveyears_. workers say no decision has
and more growth is expected. been made on the agency's
Aurora, which is astride one future role. But they indicated
of the main entrances to the the once-controversial office
Land Between the Lakes may be one of Carter's ef-
_fiCiency and economy drive
said a number of tourist-type victims.
Area, is tourist oriented. Lile
attractions, including a Although administration
country music barn, planned figures insist they don't know
for the community will bring what will happen to the
even more people into the agency, a clue may be found in




The genert called meeting
of the Oaks Country Club,
scheduled for Tuesday, March
1, at six p.m., has been can-
celled, according to the
president, Norman Lane.
Lane said the committee
assigned the task of finding a
used pickup truck for use by
the club has negotiated a
purchase of a vehicle;
therefore the general mem-
bership meeting will not be
necessary at this time.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. corp. of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein Inc 
McDonalds Corp 44'4 unc
Ponderosa Systems 6,4 unc
Kimberly Clark 4231
Union Carbide 59..2









Franklin Mint 23,4 -,4
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I M 'Simon Co. are as follows
Indus. Av  -1.08
Airco 
Am. Motors -
Ashland Oil  
A T. & T. 
Ford Motor  
Geri. Dynamics
Gen. Motors 
Gen. Tire   27,4 -
Goodrich   VJ's -,4
Gulf Oil  Wse -,4
Pennwalt ... . 32,4 unc
Quakcr Oats Vs\
Republit• Steel 3314 we
Singer Mfg. 214
Tappan  10 one
Western Union unc




















on and the Business
Office may • be
reached • on 7 53-
1916and,753-1917 Main St.
montks, prepared just after
the election. It notes the
agency's initial use by Nixon.
It said: "Special emphasis
should be attached to the
announcernept ot, the closing
of the Office of Telecom-
munications Policy, both as a
means of eliminating waste in
the White House and, equally
important, as a means of
expressing the Carter ad-
ministration's commitment to




The panel did find that some
of the products eased the
symptoms of a cold. It ex-
pressed concern, however,
that there are so few single-
ingredient products on the
market. Combination drugs
are often not necessary, the
panel said, because different
symptoms strike at different'
times, and may not begooefor
some people because of in-




come from other sources. Joe
Gapedon, a pharmacologist
nntLatithor of "Tbe_ People's
Pharmacy," a guide to
various, prescription and
nonprescription drugs, says:
-There is almast- na Aaadical-
justification for products
which- contain aao many, dif-
ferent compounds all rolled up
into one and there is reason to
believe that there could be a
negative effect."
Graedon also claims that
antihistamines commonly
found in cold products should
not be included.
Antihistamines, he say's, in-
crease and thicken the mucus
already in your lungs.
The FDA panel, noting that
antihistamines are valuable
for providing relief from hay
fever symptoms, said there is
"little valid evidence" that
they are effective in treating




tihiatamine labels be required
to state clearly that the
products are designed only for
temporary relief of runny
nose, sneezing, itthing of the.
nose or throat and itchy and
watery eyes, but not for nasal
symptoms such as stuffy
noses.
The FDA is still considering
the panel's recommendations
and is studying- comment
received from the public and
industry. A proposal based on
th-e -Fecal-Tillie-Mations Ts et-
pected later in the year.
The study group reviewed
some 90 ingredients . and
placed each item in one of
. three categories;. •
--Generally recognized as
safe and effective and not
mislabeled. 4
—Not generally recognized
'as safe and effective or
mislabeled. 1Th 0V-eminent-
could order these products
removed from the market-
place after the final FDA
proposal is issued.)
—Available data in-
sufficient to permit final
classification. (The panel
recommended that items in
this category be allowed to
stay on the market for a given
length of time providing tests
are conducted to answer the
questions raised in the study.)
Consumers who want to
know which ingredients fall in
each category can send for a
free fact sheet, The Common
Cold. Write to the Consumer
Information Center, Dept.
642E, Pueblo, Colo., 81009.
Governors Meet
With Carter Today
WASHINGTON ( API —
President Carter, who used to
be one himself, has promised
the nation's governors a
-grouridfloor role in shaping
federal programs, and they're
giving it a try today.
Even California's skeptical
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.,
who never bothered to come
before, said the governors
may have more clout with
Carter in the White House.
"Given the fact that we have
a former governor as
President, this may make the
National Governors' Con-
ference a more effective
vehicle for national public
policy," Brown said.
"We want to develop a
continuing partnership that
will bring about the fullest
possible participation of state
government in the federal
decision-making process,"
said Gov. Reubin Askew of
Florida, the conference
chairman.
_ That's what Carter
promised. Not in 32 years,
Seven Persons Killed In -
Weekend Traffic Accidents
By The Associated Press
State Police said seven
persons were killed in Ken-
tucky traffic accidents over
the weekend, including three
fatalities in a two-car crash in
Bowling Green.
The deaths raised the state
highway fatality toll for the
year to 84, compared with 106
through the same period last
year.
William Ballard, 26 — both of
Bowling Green — and Steven
Decker, 26, of Smiths Grove,
were killed Saturday in a two
car crash in Warren County at
the junction of U.S. 231 and
Lovers Lane. Kamber's auto,
in which Ballard was a
passenger, went out of control,
crossed the median and strait
Decker's vehicle, police said.
—Matisse White, 17, of
Augusta, was killed Saturday
According to state police: when her auto ran off Ken-
-Gregory L. Elliott, 20, of tucky 8 and crashed in
Fancy Farm, was killed early Bracken County.
Sunday when his automobile ( —Taylor C. Henson, 45, of,
'struck the side of a low Manchester, was killed
railroad overpass about seven Saturday when his car ran off
miles south of Fulgham in Kentucky 80 and crashed
Hickman County on Kentucky about four miles west of
307. Rick Hodds of Ballard Manchester in Clay County.
County was injured in the one- —Carl K. Hansel, 33, of
car accident and is listed in Lexington, ' was killed
serious condition at Lourdes Saturday when his auto ran off
Hospital in Paducah. U.S. 60 in Fayette County and
—David Kamber, 26, and overturned.
since the death of Franklin D.
Roosevelt, has a former
governor held the White
House, and Carter said he
would not forget the lessons of
his four. years as governor of
Georgia.
He scheduled two hours of a
White House work session
with the governors today, with
Vice President Walter
Mondale and the Cabinet also
on hand. The governors willgo
back Tuesday night for a
black-tie dinner with Carter.
The social -__visit is
customary. The working
session is not. In addition to
that, at least eight members of
the -Cabinet are to- meet with
governors in separate com-
mittee sessions during their
two-day conference.
The governors, from 48
states, with Missouri and
Wyoming to be represented by
other officials; assembled on
Sunday, concentrating first on
the problems presented by the
severe winter weather and the
drought confronting the West.
Governors from 17 western
states conferred on Sunday
and agreed to ask Carter for
special, regional efforts to
deal with the drought and the
hardships it is creating. They
want disaster relief loans,
livestock feed assistance and
increased farm price sup-
ports.
Gov. J. James Exon of
Nebraska said he thinks ,the
wheat price level should be
raised from $2.25 a bushel, the
current guarantee, to $2.85 or
$3 to help farmers afflicted by
the drought and to prevent a
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